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CHAIR’S REPORT

By Margaret W. Steele ’80, Chair of the Board of Trustees

Thank you! More than 5,200 alumni, faculty, staff, students, Trustees, parents, and friends joined to make history for Arcadia University. We ended the 2010-11 academic year with many exclamation points: our 155th Commencement and one of the largest in the history of Beaver College and Arcadia University, the announcement of our new President, and the successful close of our capital campaign!

At Home & In the World—The Campaign for Arcadia University was an overwhelming success. It was the largest Campaign in the University’s history, and already we see the immediate fruits of these investments as Haber Green is open for student life in the center of campus and the University Commons is near completion. We have 39 newly endowed scholarships to help academically gifted students achieve their potential. All told, we raised more than $30 million—well beyond our $23.5 million goal.

Arcadia’s Twentieth President, Carl (Tobey) Oxholm III, has wasted no time in setting the University’s sights on climbing to a new level. Engaged immediately after the Board of Trustees announced its decision in May, he quickly began talking about the future and, in particular, the year 2022 when we will celebrate the 150th anniversary of this institution attaining “college” status as Beaver College and Musical Institute (1872). “What will Arcadia be in 2022? For what will we be known? How will our currently unrivaled overseas network have evolved? How will we have capitalized upon our enormous assets and international reputation?” Your contributions this past year have allowed us to start dreaming these dreams.

Our alumni form the strong foundation for this University’s success, both past and future. I am proud to be an alumna of Beaver College and proud to be the Chair of the Arcadia University Board of Trustees. I am especially proud of the work accomplished over the past year empowering our alumni to engage with this institution in new ways. In the Alumni Annual Report at the end of this booklet, you will find a list of new chapters and clubs—along with an open invitation to alumni. Those, and those to be formed, can count on close, personal contact with President Oxholm as he has repeatedly announced that “Arcadia will reach its enormous potential only with the help of its alumni/ae.”

I can attest that there is true excitement here on campus. Please know just how important you have been and are to the creation of that spirit of exploration, wonder, and personal development. As with Beaver, Arcadia remains a place of life-changing experiences. Of that, and our success last year, we can all be very proud.
Tuition and Fees  $56,812,000
The College of Global Studies  $38,591,000
Government Grants  $2,534,000
Private Gifts and Grants  $1,729,000
Investment Income  $233,000
Endowment Income  $1,501,000
Other Revenue  $340,000
Auxiliary Enterprises  $12,404,000
TOTAL  $114,144,000

Instruction  $32,818,000
The College of Global Studies  $36,160,000
Academic Support  $7,824,000
Student Services and Athletics  $11,152,000
Institutional Support  $11,466,000
Auxiliary Enterprises  $11,651,000
TOTAL  $111,071,000
By Nick Costa, Vice President for University Advancement

One of the measures of a great university is the success of its alumni as well as their commitment to helping today's students succeed. At Home & In the World—The Campaign for Arcadia University demonstrated just that. Under the leadership of Campaign Co-Chairs Rosemary Deniken Blankley '57, '06H, Thomas J. Reilly Jr., Margaret Wright Steele '80, and Madeline Johnson Stein '68, this historic Campaign exceeded its $23.5 million goal by topping $30 million.

The Campaign priorities focused on enriching student learning and life so students can excel in a rapidly changing world; renewing the beauty and elegance of our campus as an ideal learning environment; and ensuring future opportunities for faculty and students to contribute to the world in notable ways.

Funding for the new Arcadia University Commons student center was a major focus of the campus priorities; the student center opens in late fall with a public celebration and dedication planned for Jan. 23, 2012. Nearly $11 million was raised toward the University’s capital needs. The new facility will be the hub of student activity, linking the Kuch Athletic and Recreation Center to student lounges, a café, a 500-seat Great Room, gallery space, and more.

Particularly inspiring was the response of Trustees, Alumni, Faculty, Staff, and Friends to increase the scholarship endowment. With 39 new endowed scholarships established, we have taken a positive step forward in meeting the cost of education for future students. Several of these stories are told throughout the Campaign section of this report.

The honor roll beginning on the next page recognizes those who made gifts and pledges to At Home & In the World—The Campaign for Arcadia University between July 1, 2007, through the close of the Campaign on June 30, 2011. With your gifts, you allow our students “to fulfill their potential and dreams.” You have made a significant difference and you are important and essential for our success. The students—and the entire University community—thank you.

### Priority Goal Raised

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Raised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual Fund &amp; Operations</td>
<td>$2,350,000</td>
<td>$6,171,632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity Grants*</td>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
<td>$7,679,933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Endowments</td>
<td>$2,350,000</td>
<td>$37,148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment**</td>
<td>$2,800,000</td>
<td>$4,746,428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campus</td>
<td>$15,000,000</td>
<td>$10,993,797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Be Determined</td>
<td>$450,469</td>
<td>$450,469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$23,500,000</td>
<td>$30,079,407</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* includes $7.1 million in Education and Research grants
** includes $2.6 million in new endowed scholarships

![Graph showing the goal and raised amounts for different priorities](image)
VISIONARY
$1 MILLION+
Rosemary Deniken Blankley ’57, ’06H
& Mr. Walter E. Blankley
Class of 1971—40th Reunion
The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Lois E. Haber ’71 & Michael Haber
National Institute on Aging / National Institutes of Health
National Science Foundation
U.S. Department of Education

LEADER
$500,000 – 999,999
^Elizabeth Dennison Snow ’35
Madeline Johnson Stein ’68 & Isaac Stein ’11H

BUILDER
$250,000 – 499,999
Mrs. Geraldine Aaron
Arcadia University Faculty
Arcadia University Staff
^Charlotte Castle ’40
Gretel Hellendall & ^Walter Hellendall ’77, ’07H
Marie-Louise Vermeiren Jackson ’09H
LaSalle University
PA Department of Community and Economic Development
Philadelphia Exhibitions Initiative
^Sara Brubaker Steer ’41

FOUNDER
$100,000 – 249,999
Alison Aaron Madsen ’85
Dr. Joyceellen Y. Auritt ’71
& ^Dr. William Auritt
^Elizabeth Dunlap Broshart ’34
Sally L. Castle
Class of 1957—50th Reunion
Class of 1958—50th Reunion
Class of 1959—50th Reunion
Class of 1960—50th Reunion
Class of 1968—40th Reunion
Marilyn Sumers Crain ’54, ’96H
Annette Schaffer Eskin ’49
Fourjay Foundation
Beverly Rappaport Goldberg ’53
and ^Nolan M. Goldberg
^Ruth Grant ’37
Jenny & Terry Greiner

~Deceased
The Charles E. Moulton Mathematics Scholarship was established to honor a beloved faculty member who taught here for 26 years. The scholarship was endowed by Linda Moulton, Charles’ wife, and their sons Charles Jr. and Edward, with additional funding from former students in the Class of 1971. “Dr. Moulton was quite simply the greatest teacher that I ever had in over 20 years of taking classes,” says Linda Collins ’71. “He was the perfect person to help us make the journey from childhood to adulthood, and he kept in touch with us through our lives.”

Dr. Moulton is pictured to the left with a group of his students in the 1980s.
Hugh H. Grady, Jr.
Ann Simonin Grebe ’61
Dr. Annette L. Halpin
Dr. Sandra M. Hordis
Francine Cohen Hornstein ’54
Mary Hobler Hyson ’73
Patricia Martin Kafoglis ’53
Ms. Helen Kelley
Helen Brylawski Kelso ’57
Fredric Kirschbaum ’92
Betty Lynn Tate Kirwan ’57
Arlene Fine Klepper ’71
Jacqueline Shaner Latimer ’46
Virginia Hamilton Lawless ’39
Shirley Isacowitz Leviton ’41
Keith Liggett ’83
Marjorie Sisson Lloyd ’54
Dr. Ronald Schindler
M. Susan Savage ’74
Mr. Harvey Salwen & Dr. Jean Salwen
Allison Rossett ’68
Ms. Julie Rosner
Mr. Ralph Roberts ’04H & Mrs. R & R Voice and Data, Inc.
Frank Quinn ’93
Christy Pierce ’71
Pennoni Associates Inc.
Heather Peirce-Stern ’74
The Parkinson Council
R & R Voice and Data, Inc.
Mr. Ralph Roberts ’04H & Mrs. Suzanne Roberts ’04H
Sibyl Remington Robinson ’51
Ms. Julie Rosner
Margaret Smith Ross ’47
Allison Rosset ’68
Mr. Harvey Salwen & Dr. Jean Salwen
M. Susan Savage ’74
Dr. Ronald Schindler
Carol Mauger Schmidt ’73
Freda Friz Schofler ’57
Sharon Foyo Smith ’67
Scott Stockhouse, MSPT’97, PhD
Ms. Renee Starr
Mrs. Ronnie B. Streichler
& Mr. Allan Streichler
Jean Killam Trumbore ’60
Deborah Tuttle ’78
Kathleen & Edward Valverde
Lila P. Velce ’86
Elsa Larsen Vernon ’71
Mary Fisher Wadsworth ’50
Mr. Joel D. Wagoner
*Mrs. Louise Wakefield
Elizabeth Walker ’62
Lois MacElroy Welt ’57
Eleanor May West ’65
West Virginia Division of Natural Resources
Lynne Wuerthene Whitacre ’67
Carol Sweeney White ’68
Ms. M. Jane Williams
*Merville Willis
Ellen Yamaguchi ’72, 77M
Grace Li Yung ’68
Diane Zimmero ’94

FRIEND
$1,000 – 2,499
A D Computer
Diane Lobel Actman ’63
Mark Adler
Dr. Christina L. Ager
Alma Alabilikian ’58
Jean Breisch Alderfer Troster ’51
Joan Christopher Alliotta ’55
Nancy Heil Almer ’58
Ruth Almond ’83
Laura Kurtin Alpern ’71
Aisha Amin
B. Jennine Bryant Anderson ’69
Anonymous
Dr. Richard Arras
Susan Mantz Anyihe ’89
Ellen Cooper Bain ’71
Gale Fox Barnett ’68
Joyce Chubora Barr and John Barr III
Patricia Bothwell Beauty ’58
Joan Ruttenberg Becker ’61
Craig Belcher ’94
Rosalind Greenberg Benjet ’63
Cordelia Trethaway Bergman ’46
Erika Homberg Bergquist ’62
Diane Berkstresser ’99
William D. Biggs
Lavinia Nickerson Birdhead ’66
Heather Blevins ’07
Rachel Bogatin ’77
Mary Bolmarich ’02
James J. Bonner
Helen Bosley ’69
Marjorie Aldrich Bowers ’42
Carol Grossman Bowman ’70
Clementine Klein Brodsky ’58
Susen Moyer Brookhart ’72
Kathleen Bowditch Brophy ’68
Donelle Brotz ’91
N. Judith Snyder Brophy ’61
Shirley Musson Brower ’51
Pelley Sabhove Brown ’65
Geraldine Brown-Broadnax ’93
Helen Krebs Bruant ’62
Mr. Edward Brunner
Bryan Stuckert Plumbing, Inc.
Ann T. Bucci ’92
Ms. Valeria C. Bullock ’94
Ms. Drusilla Buscemi
C. Caramanico and Sons, Inc.
N. Lee Uncle Caine ’69
Currie Allgeier Cardillo ’96
Margaret Willis Carlton ’51
Susan Caruso ’67
Irene Kraft Cetta ’48
Sandra Clapper Chase ’87
Mrs. Pradyumna & Vijay Chauhan
Fay Alashti Chauvette ’95
Circle Chevrolet/Hyundai
Mary Drexler Clarke ’43
Karin Johnson Close ’61
Barbara Cohen ’74
College Bookstores of America
Linda Schutzer Collins ’71
Margaret Bliss Conaway ’48
Laura Conway ’99M
Sarah White Cooper ’78M
Carcia Copland ’98
Marian Anderson Cornwell ’62
Marcia Rodman Corwin ’52
Kerry Ann Costello-Lerar ’92
Carol Doyle Cottrell ’64
Elizabeth Soliday Courtney ’58
Shirley Renninger Cressman ’58
Andrea Crivelli-Kovach
Nancy Crosson ’68
Gwenneth Brown Curley ’58
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew E. Curran
Hilary Kirch Dahms ’68
Pamela Arnold Dawson ’67
Dr. William DeLauder
Delaware Valley Alumni Club
Denney Electric Supply of Ambler, Inc.
Linda Diamond ’80M
Margaret Wirth Diemer ’61
Mary Alice DiFilippo
Lois Monteslina Dodge ’58
Barbara Quillen Dougherty ’63
*Dr. Bryce Douglass
Mrs. Jean & George Dowdall
Stacey Downey ’88
Ann Hodum Driscoll ’60
Judith Duffield ’68
Marie Duke Murphy ’73
Kathryn Reeves DuLaney ’79
East Brandywine Mechanical, Inc.
David Eatough ’84
Dorothy Kustler Erskine ’42
Susan Edwards ’69
Charlotte Grant Ethig ’68
Jane Smalley Eick ’54
Anne Greacen Einselen ’84
Dorothy Kustler Erskine ’42
Emmaline Ewing ’55
Carol Falcione ’67
Ms. Stella Falcione
Emily Solomon Farrell ’69
Barbara Starks Favaaza ’62
Helen Evans Febo ’63
Lyn Albert Febo
Anita Sobel Feinberg ’74
Judith Gilbert Fields ’56
Sandra Dym First ’61
Nancy Kaplan Fischman ’68
Debra Fish ’75
Kenneth Fester ’84
Linda Easton Foster ’64
Franklin Construction & McCarthy Masonry
Freedom Credit Union
Ms. Paula Frinchione
Else Holm Froberg ’50
Eva Oehrle Front ’61
Gloria Abrams Fryer ’46
Deborah Gable ’59
Fannie Rockefeller Gabriel ’43
Dorothy Kenyon Gamble ’50
Margaret Cottrell Garnell ’61
Holly Luce Garemore ’89
Anthony Giampietro ’82
Judith McCarthy Giel ’65
Joyce Kramer Gilbert ’55
Marjorie Dorn Gilmour ’63
Katherine Greacen Gipe ’66

^ Deceased
In the field of forensic science, the name Dr. Fredric Rieders is synonymous with excellence. Founder of NMS Labs, the Forensic Science master’s program at Arcadia University, and a foundation that has encouraged hundreds of high school students to succeed in the sciences, the late Dr. Rieders was dedicated to building leadership in forensic science. Dr. M. Fredric Rieders '80 (pictured left), along with his brother Eric, continue this legacy. Fredric has established the Rieders-Breyer Endowed Scholarship in honor of his father and Dr. Arthur C. Breyer, Professor Emeritus of Chemistry and Physics.
Blanche Carson Smith ’43
James V. and Donna F. Smith
Susan Schwarze Smith ’68
Joyce Orenstein Sobelman ’62
Margaret Bonested Soland ’52
Berminga White Solem ’58
Susan Rhodes Sommers ’56
Mary Ann Marshall Speakman ’64
Kathryn Spitzer Kim
Lynne Sample Stahler ’66
Megan Hellfrich Steinmetz ’53
Joshua L. Stern
Louise Stevens ’90
Mary Jane Fretz Stevens ’60
Helen Condodina Stockebrand ’56
Helen Adam Stone ’48
Stong Fire Protection – A Division of
Joseph Stong, Inc
Suzanne Fischer Straub ’47
Tara Alexander ’07
Betty Alevizatos ’51
David Aleman
Elena M. Aldrete
Mary Pacioni Alderfer ’73
Janet Murray Albright ’55
Elaine Albert
Thayer Reisner Adams ’78
Honorable and Mrs. Steven R. Abrams
Sandra Adler Gafni
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell J. Adler
Janet Carslake Aaronson ’56
Gustavo and Kathleen Aguirre
Gregory Adams ’05
Gail Agerton ’67
Gregory Adams ’05
Gustavo and Kathleen Aguirre
Janet Carlsake Aaronson ’56
Joseph and Marianne Adler
Kenneth Adams ’07
Dr. & Mrs. Leon Adoni
Lloyd Abernethy and Theodora Sweeney
Dorothy Asher ’58
Mary Nicholson Ahrenhold ’49
Mary Adams ’90
Matthew Abate ’07
Michael D. Adams
Michiko Shinjo Aizawa ’68
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell J. Adler
Nicholas Adams ’10
Sandra Adler Gafni
Honorable and Mrs. Steven R. Abrams
Thayer Reisner Adams ’78
Elaine Albert
Janet Murray Albright ’55
Mary Pacioni Alderfer ’73
Elena M. Aldrete
David Aleman
Betty Alevizatos ’51
Tara Alexander ’07
Jane Williams
Linda Williams ’71
*Minette Gladeck Willis ’40
Willow Tree Services
Stephanie Bass Wishnack ’68
Mary Forbes Witter ’73
Daniel Yannuzzi
Melissa Yanover ’73
MaryLou Morris Zeffert ’50
Karen Ziegler ’94
Diane Leenheer Zimmerman ’63
Suzanne Shuppen Zimmerman ’58
**Contributor
**Up to $999**
A. Tripod Associates
Abe Wood Inc
Abedunnomi Aderemi ’09
Advanced Door Service Inc
Annette Younger Adams ’56
Anonymous (2)
C. Hodges Aday ’42
Ms. Charlotte Abrams
Dr. Deanna M. Adair
Donna Agnew ’99M
Doris Giles Ahlstrom ’41
Frances Lewis Adler ’42
Gail Agerton ’67
Gregory Adams ’05
Gustavo and Kathleen Aguirre
Janet Carlsake Aaronson ’56
Joseph and Marianne Adler
Kenneth Adams ’07
Dr. & Mrs. Leon Adoni
Lloyd Abernethy and Theodora Sweeney
Dorothy Asher ’58
Mary Nicholson Ahrenhold ’49
Mary Adams ’90
Matthew Abate ’07
Michael D. Adams
Michiko Shinjo Aizawa ’68
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell J. Adler
Nicholas Adams ’10
Sandra Adler Gafni
Honorable and Mrs. Steven R. Abrams
Thayer Reisner Adams ’78
Elaine Albert
Janet Murray Albright ’55
Mary Pacioni Alderfer ’73
Elena M. Aldrete
David Aleman
Betty Alevizatos ’51
Tara Alexander ’07
Jane Williams
Linda Williams ’71
*Minette Gladeck Willis ’40
Willow Tree Services
Stephanie Bass Wishnack ’68
Mary Forbes Witter ’73
Daniel Yannuzzi
Melissa Yanover ’73
MaryLou Morris Zeffert ’50
Karen Ziegler ’94
Diane Leenheer Zimmerman ’63
Suzanne Shuppen Zimmerman ’58
**Contributor
**Up to $999**
A. Tripod Associates
Abe Wood Inc
Abedunnomi Aderemi ’09
Advanced Door Service Inc
Annette Younger Adams ’56
Anonymous (2)
C. Hodges Aday ’42
Ms. Charlotte Abrams
Dr. Deanna M. Adair
Donna Agnew ’99M
Doris Giles Ahlstrom ’41
Frances Lewis Adler ’42
Gail Agerton ’67
Gregory Adams ’05
Gustavo and Kathleen Aguirre
Janet Carlsake Aaronson ’56
Joseph and Marianne Adler
Kenneth Adams ’07
Dr. & Mrs. Leon Adoni
Lloyd Abernethy and Theodora Sweeney
Dorothy Asher ’58
Mary Nicholson Ahrenhold ’49
Mary Adams ’90
Matthew Abate ’07
Michael D. Adams
Michiko Shinjo Aizawa ’68
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell J. Adler
Nicholas Adams ’10
Sandra Adler Gafni
Honorable and Mrs. Steven R. Abrams
Thayer Reisner Adams ’78
Elaine Albert
Janet Murray Albright ’55
Mary Pacioni Alderfer ’73
Elena M. Aldrete
David Aleman
Betty Alevizatos ’51
Tara Alexander ’07
Kristin Aliferi ’06
Katifl Alimi ’10
Marlyn Atkins ’90
All Weld Steel, Inc.
Mrs. Carol Allen
Joyce Gill Allen ’57
Ms. Mollie Allen
Patricia Allen ’62
Mr. Russ Allen
Susan Richman Allen ’58
Suzanne Dussouget Allen ’69
Lynette S. Allen-Collins
Nancy Hill Aller ’63
June McClintock Allison ’67
Karen Alpert ’83
Alias Advertising, Inc.
Karen Moore Allerman ’61
Diane Altmann
Ms. Katherine Alvarado Mirarchi
Alicia Amato ’07
Alisa A. Ambrose
Mr. and Mrs. Amelia
Tara Amelia ’08
Mr. Gregory Amer
Christine Amicucci ’06
Diane Fagan Ammita ’80
Alaisah Ammons ’03
Keith Amritz ’87
Olivia Anspacher ’07
Harriet Alperstein Anastas ’68
Hannah Jacobsohn Anbar ’83
Jacqueline Anderson Allen ’91
Dr. Carol E. Anderson
Christopher Anderson ’10
Colleen Anderson ’97
Constance Jenny Anderson ’55
Gena Reigano Anderson ’84
Megan Anderson ’08
Susan Surkamp Anderson ’68
Diane De Loe Andes ’69
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Andricka
Mr. and Mrs. John Andre
Jeanmarie Andrews ’99
Raymond and Carol Angelo
Francis A. Angiolillo
Ellis Anmuth ’84
Sally Shake Anthony ’50
Mary Lou Moran Arps ’69
Susan Johnson Arteaga ’88
Charleen Arttse ’07
Joan Anderton Ash ’50
Linda Stevenson Ashton ’92
Alex Asnis ’07
Phyllis Atkins Atkins-Zebin ’78
Ella Thompson Atkinson ’36
Richard Atkinson ’78
Jennifer Atkiss
Cynthia Mindel Auerbach ’62
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Auerbach
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher Auger
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Austin
Linda Johnston Austin ’64
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Austin
Michael Aviles ’07
Susan Hirschman Axelrod ’69
Anne Aycock
Edwin and Jean Aycock
Margaret Mills Azarian ’69
William & Christine Babcock
Kathleen Gibbons Babkow ’57
Backe Communications
Mary Gladding Bacon ’67
Chelsea Badeau ’03
Jean Badger ’75
Ruth Badian
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen D. Badian
Mr. & Mrs. Stuart Badian
Dr. Dorothy Baer
Anne Heaps Bailey ’49
Robert and Janice Bailey
Vivian C. Bailey
With parents Avis and Manny Rodriguez (pictured left with family members) lending enthusiastic support, the Arcadia community established the Jami Rodriguez Memorial Scholarship. The scholarship serves as a testament to Jami Rodriguez ’00 and her commitment to student life and the community. As a student, Jami loved Arcadia’s small campus and community atmosphere, becoming involved in many student clubs and serving as a campus tour guide, orientation leader and member of the Orientation Planning Executive Committee (OPEC). The scholarship helps students who, like Jami, make a difference during their time at Arcadia. Additional gifts have been received recently in memory of Manny, who passed away in September.
Nancy Boyd-Goff '71
Alice Vait Boyer '55
Marjorie Lowry Boyer '40
David Boyle '97
Denise Boyle
Linda Boyle '06
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Boyle
Rolinda Oliver Brackbill '68
Linda Brackin '67
Dr. William & Mrs. Addie Bracy
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Bradish
Cynthia Bradley '98
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Bradshaw
Jennifer Egan Brady '95
Lynda Stockslager Bramlett '77
Germaine Branch '78
Suzanne Enge Brandau '81
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brandow
Larry Brandspiegel '89
Carla Chepigan Branyan '68
Ms. Linda Brasel
Nannee Goodman Bratspies '61
Marie-Louise Hirsch Brash '64
Mary Brauman '94
Linda Schmook Brayshaw '74
Barbara Kelly Breeden '69
Ms. Mary Breeze
Frances Potter Breitner '44
Keith Brennan '93
Patricia Brennan '98
Christian Brenner '81
Elaine and Mike Brenner
Sandy Wingrod Brenner '77
Mr. Jose Brereton
Suzanne Engle Breitner '56
Tara Schmierer Brown '94
Virginia Clapperton Brown '66
David B. Brownlee
Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Brownstein
Kristen Kloter Brubaker '91
Elizabeth Brucolari Andersen '02
Brucelli Advertising Co., Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott C. Brunetto
*Eileen DeVries Brunner '48
David Bruno '99
Margery Doernberg Bruno '41
Virginia Bruno '62
Norma Golder Brunswick '54
Barry Bryan '10
Jane Brydon '78
Francis Bubel
Nicholas Bubel '05
Gene and Ann Bucci
Jill Buchbinder '90
Lynn Buckley '97
Bucks Digital Printing
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Buckwalter
Lydia Taxis Buckwalter '70
Patricia Buell
Janine Buesgen '08
Nancy Kovach Buffing '63

Mr. and Mrs. Jerome B. Brodie
Norma Weiss Brodsky '61
Judith York Brodgen '80
Jennifer M. Brodgon
Janie Brogin '78
Patrick Bromark '99
George Bronkovic '76
Adrienne Biel Brook '64
Andrew Brooks '09
Joan Jolliffe Brooks '49
Kathleen Brooks '04
Dreamalee Broz '89
Karen Smith Brower '64
Alice M. Brown '93
Amaravatee Brown '10
Barbara Ziff Brown '67
Carole Johnson Brown '69
Elaine Lemmerz Brown '61
Jane Spritzer Brown '67
Joan Coldwell Brown '74
Lauren Brown '05
Lois Brown '57
Lynne Brown '78
Melinda Clark Brown '73
Patti L. Brown
Raylly Brown '74
Tara Schmierer Brown '94
Virginia Clapperton Brown '66

*SPECIAL GIVING – THE CAMPAIGN

ANNUAL REPORT 2011

Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Blumberg
Evelyn Rosenfeld Blumberg '38
Angelina Boccuzzi '08
Lisa Boettger Bodor '89
J. Richard Boer
Kelsey E. Bogan '11
Leslie Bogen Winkler
Meredith Bogert '79
Ms. Lori Bogish
Barbara Tuft Boguslaw '50
Anna E. Bohl-Fabian
Wyneesha Bolling '07
Emily R. Bolton
Thomas Bolton '80
William Bolton '79
Anthony J. Bonasera
Sandy Bonasera
Keith Bonchi '80
Martin and Jim Bondelid
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Bondiskey
Frank Boni
Kathryn Fichenberg Bono '73
Beverley Booth '80
Ellen August Booth '78
Lowell Booth '80
Sara Borden '94
Lin and John Borell
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Borges
Sarah Borgstrom '08
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Borisoff
Dr. & Mrs. Newman Bortnick
Diane Gallucci Borusiewicz '83
Kevin Borusiewicz '85
Linda Rauscher Bosch '60
Suzanne Bousard '76
Christina Armeli Boffi '03
Mr. and Mrs. David P. Bouchard
B. Frank Boucher
M. Celeste Bowden '60
Alice France Bowditch '46
Beverly Tucker Bowen '49
Patricia Linguist Bowen '56
Richard Bowen '89
Susan Wallash Bowen '70
Maryanne Donovan Bowers '82M
Jaynie Bowles '08
Beverly Bowman '79
Ms. Lacetta Bowman
Lafeeq Bowman '08
Julianne Mamana Boyd '66
*Patricia Boyd '56

Nancy Boyd-Goff '71
Alice Vait Boyer '55
Marjorie Lowry Boyer '40
David Boyle '97
Denise Boyle
Linda Boyle '06
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Boyle
Rolinda Oliver Brackbill '68
Linda Brackin '67
Dr. William & Mrs. Addie Bracy
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Bradish
Cynthia Bradley '98
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Bradshaw
Jennifer Egan Brady '95
Lynda Stockslager Bramlett '77
Germaine Branch '78
Suzanne Enge Brandau '81
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brandow
Larry Brandspiegel '89
Carla Chepigan Branyan '68
Ms. Linda Brasel
Nannee Goodman Bratspies '61
Marie-Louise Hirsch Brash '64
Mary Brauman '94
Linda Schmook Brayshaw '74
Barbara Kelly Breeden '69
Ms. Mary Breeze
Frances Potter Breitner '44
Keith Brennan '93
Patricia Brennan '98
Christian Brenner '81
Elaine and Mike Brenner
Sandy Wingrod Brenner '77
Mr. Jose Brereton
Suzanne Engle Breitner '56
Tara Schmierer Brown '94
Virginia Clapperton Brown '66
David B. Brownlee
Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Brownstein
Kristen Kloter Brubaker '91
Elizabeth Brucolari Andersen '02
Brucelli Advertising Co., Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott C. Brunetto
*Eileen DeVries Brunner '48
David Bruno '99
Margery Doernberg Bruno '41
Virginia Bruno '62
Norma Golder Brunswick '54
Barry Bryan '10
Jane Brydon '78
Francis Bubel
Nicholas Bubel '05
Gene and Ann Bucci
Jill Buchbinder '90
Lynn Buckley '97
Bucks Digital Printing
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Buckwalter
Lydia Taxis Buckwalter '70
Patricia Buell
Janine Buesgen '08
Nancy Kovach Buffing '63

SPECIAL GIVING – THE CAMPAIGN
In a creative approach to Reunion giving, class members came together to give $40,000 to establish the Class of 1968 Endowed Scholarship to commemorate their 40th Reunion year with additional support to the Annual Fund. The Class hopes this scholarship enables more students to have the opportunity to attend a university with a warm and nurturing environment and to have the same great opportunities they had when they attended Beaver College.
One of the many facility improvements during the Campaign was the start of the Oak Summit Apartments parking deck. Thanks to the leadership of State Senator LeAnna M. Washington, Arcadia began this project in 2009. The funding for this project included $1.5 million in Redevelopment Assistance Capital Program (RACP) grants from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. RACP is a Commonwealth grant program administered by the Governor’s Office of the Budget for the acquisition and construction of regional economic, cultural, civic, and historical improvement projects. The deck will offer a more environmentally friendly approach to solving parking issues as it helps the University to preserve green space in the community by reducing the amount of surface paving that otherwise would be needed.
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Grey Towers Castle, a National Historic Landmark, is often cited by alumni as one of the most vivid memories of their Beaver College or Arcadia University educations. Thanks to efforts during the Campaign, the original Dining Room on the main level was restored. Work included removal of fluorescent lighting, revealing hidden accent lights, painting and highlighting the ornate ceiling to recreate its original look, and restoration work on the hand-carved wood paneling and fireplace. Architectural elements of the Castle’s main floor were inspired by features of several European castles, and the Castle is credited as having the largest collection of Baumgarten tapestries still displayed in their original location. The University is seeking to restore other Castle rooms including the metal-and-glass Conservatory on the south terrace.
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The new Commons is designed to be a living room for the campus, a gathering place, and a dynamic, transparent, and welcoming space that facilitates informal interaction and provides a variety of experiences. One of those spaces is the **Fireplace Lounge**, a room dedicated by Arcadia alumna and Trustee Madeline Johnson Stein ’68 and her husband, Isaac Stein ’11H. Located on the first floor of the student center, the room is connected to a number of open lounge areas and is on the same level as the café and cross-over entrance into the Kuch Athletic and Recreation Center.
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Class Reunions have played a big part in raising support for many facility enhancement features. The Class of 1960 worked together to raise $100,000 as part of its 50th Reunion to fund the Bridge that will connect the Commons to the walkway up to the Castle. Included in the design is a seating area and steps down to the new Haber Green. Through the generosity of Lois E. Haber and her husband, Michael Haber, the Haber Green is dedicated in honor of the Class of 1971.
Two of the four technologically advanced Smart Classrooms in the new Easton Hall academic building have been dedicated in honor of the Classes of 1958 and 1959. Members generously increased their Annual Fund gifts to celebrate their respective 50-year Reunions. Smart Classrooms provide permanently mounted data projectors, PCs, VCRs and DVDs, and an interactive pen display system that allows for the saving and posting of whiteboard notes and annotations. The general sentiment expressed by classmates was, “The University did a lot for me and gave me a tremendous start in life. I would like to help other students have a great beginning.”
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M. Winanne Messing ’63
Mr. and Mrs. David G. Metro
Erin Metz ’09
Margaret Jackson Metz ’54
Barbara Zink Meyer ’61
Beth Hairet Meyer ’79
Mr. & Mrs. Roy Meyers
Shelley Schwartz Meyers ’71
Joan Meyers-Packer ’86
Carolyn Bechtold Michael ’59
Michele Weinstein Michaels ’72
Rebecca Michaels and Dennis Kuronen
Nancy Byatt Michalski ’60
Barbara Householder Middleton ’57
Elizabeth Middleton ’66
Nancy Parks Midlay ’69
Mary Long Moore ’78
Claire Hawk Miers ’45
Ms. Christine Mifsud
Beverly Kosmin Migliaccio ’79
Karen Spancavage Mighioro ’88
Carol Milhalk ’84
Elizabeth Morrill Miko ’75
Jan Ufford Milestone ’77
Maxine Milestone ’75
Patricia Dart Milford ’57
Mrs. Sherry F. Milke
Diane Walker Miller ’54
Barbara Gendell Miller ’63
Carol Plessner Miller ’62
Charlene Miller ’94
Christine Forcade Miller ’04
and John Miller ’02
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Miller
Donna Miller ’91
^Doris Miller ’39
^Elizabeth Twelves Miller ’39
Ethel Bowditch Miller ’60
Jennifer Miller ’06
Dee Miller ’07
Joseph Miller ’90
Katherine Flynn Miller ’09
Kristin Miller ’07
Shirley G. & Mitchell W. Miller
Ruth Moore
Ruth Winterling Moore ’53
Sue Morrissey Moore ’66
^Vivian DeLand Moore ’44
Yolanda Moore ’06
Bridget Morak ’03
Marie Morasco ’07
Mr. & Mrs. Louis Moretti
Stacie Morena ’94
Carol Miller Morfesis ’69
Anita Morgan ’95
Kenneth Morgan ’86
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence A. and
Mrs. Flora I. Morgan
Lawrence Morgan ’08
Marinda Morgan ’07
Kristina Moriconi ’88
E. Rosalie VanDyke Morris ’50
Margaret Morris ’50
Susan Williams Morris ’70
Virginia Furman Morse ’57
Richard M. Moscardo
Jewel Moseley ’05
^Ruth Freiert Moser ’49
Several alumni have used the Campaign to recognize others who contributed to their educations. Bernice M. Wenzel ’42, ’10H dedicated a Water Feature Lounge in Easton Hall (pictured left) “in grateful remembrance of all my excellent professors at Beaver College, and especially Dr. Lois Adams, who realized before I did what I was destined for and skillfully laid the way for me.” Walter Weber ’91 recognized Westinghouse Electric Corporation for making his continuing education possible by dedicating a Seminar Room in the company’s honor.
Andrew Ortwein ’07
Mr. Robert Osifchin
Irene Gerber Oslick ’60
Felice Ader Ostrow ’70
Lisa Ostrow ’08
Jane Oswald ’52
CarolAnne Otto ’95
Sabina Otto ’87
M. Ruth Bolanz Overton ’61
Eleanor Irwin Owens ’53
Deborah Pabon
John and Lorraine Pachkowski
Laurie Pachkowski ’86
Ms. Lora Packel
Jane Ernesthal Padwee ’51
Maureen Pallford ’07
Marjorie Page ’87
Carolyn Carlin Paige ’47
Donna McDowell Paist ’67
Ann Glasgow Peterson ’51
Amanda Petersen ’07
Mary Tippett Peters ’57
Claire Everding Peterman ’53
Joyce Waldman Perry ’52
E. Antoinette Mineo Perrone ’75
Linda Rosenheim Perlman ’64
Myra S. Peppi
Constance Pepe ’95
Penny’s Flowers
Pennsylvania Paper & Supply Co., Inc.
Danielle Pennisi ’07
^Doris Pennington ’50
Sara Hoener Pender ’84
Teresa Pelusi ’99
Matthew Pellegrini ’05
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Piotrowski
Amanda Pipe ’08
Mr. and Mrs. Joel B. Portnoff
Audrey Storb Pinto ’78
Dr. and Mrs. Anthony Pontillo
Jeffrey G. Poppel
Mr. and Mrs. Mark E. Poppel
Linda Clark Porco ’77
Diana Porsia ’83
 DOTY
Do the Right Thing Young
Diligently
Emiliano C. Porto ’07
Nicole Portik ’07
Mr. and Mrs. Mark E. Poppel
Linda Clark Porco ’77
Diana Porsia ’83
Linda Pongonis ’07

decessed

Andrew Ortwein ’07
Mr. Robert Osifchin
Irene Gerber Oslick ’60
Felice Ader Ostrow ’70
Lisa Ostrow ’08
Jane Oswald ’52
CarolAnne Otto ’95
Sabina Otto ’87
M. Ruth Bolanz Overton ’61
Eleanor Irwin Owens ’53
Deborah Pabon
John and Lorraine Pachkowski
Laurie Pachkowski ’86
Ms. Lora Packel
Jane Ernesthal Padwee ’51
Maureen Pallford ’07
Marjorie Page ’87
Carolyn Carlin Paige ’47
Donna McDowell Paist ’67
Ann Glasgow Peterson ’51
Amanda Petersen ’07
Mary Tippett Peters ’57
Claire Everding Peterman ’53
Joyce Waldman Perry ’52
E. Antoinette Mineo Perrone ’75
Linda Rosenheim Perlman ’64
Myra S. Peppi
Constance Pepe ’95
Penny’s Flowers
Pennsylvania Paper & Supply Co., Inc.
Danielle Pennisi ’07
^Doris Pennington ’50
Sara Hoener Pender ’84
Teresa Pelusi ’99
Matthew Pellegrini ’05
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Piotrowski
Amanda Pipe ’08
Mr. and Mrs. Joel B. Portnoff
Audrey Storb Pinto ’78
Dr. and Mrs. Anthony Pontillo
Jeffrey G. Poppel
Mr. and Mrs. Mark E. Poppel
Linda Clark Porco ’77
Diana Porsia ’83
DOTY
Do the Right Thing Young
Diligently
Emiliano C. Porto ’07
Nicole Portik ’07
Mr. and Mrs. Mark E. Poppel
Linda Clark Porco ’77
Diana Porsia ’83
Linda Pongonis ’07

decessed
Arcadia Trustee Ann Greene and her husband, Dave Greene, honored Trustee Emeritus Lowell S. Thomas ’01H by dedicating a meeting room in the new President’s and Provost’s Suite in the Commons. This new space will place the University leadership in close proximity to where students are, fostering increased accessibility for informal exchanges.
Judith Stern ’73
Mr. Neil C. Rosen and Ms. Charlotte Tract
Ms. and Mrs. Stanley Rosenau
Marion Vick Rosenbaum ’68
Anita Rosenberg ’07
Ms. Vivian Rosenberg
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Rosenberger
Janet Rosenberger ’80
Dr. and Mrs. David L. Rosenfeld, M.D.
*Eleanor Rutko Rosenthal ’51
Aaron Rosenweig ’91
Susanne Rosin ’90
Barbara Popick Rosin ’67
Beth Rosenberg Rosner ’73
Alice Birk Ross ’51
Marilyn Ravitt Ross ’58
Rebecca Ross ’08
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Ross
Vincent Rosselli ’06
Barbara Taylor Ryalls ’62
Vivien Smith Rutz ’53
Abbey Ryan ’03
Bruce Ryan ’00
Abbey Ryan ’03
Barbara Ryan ’92
Robert H. Sammis ’80
Ms. Linda Sament
Joseph Sambol
Kay Salz ’70
Faith Salvo ’78
Susan Saltiel Saltiel ’00
Linda Saltford ’68
Mrs. Theona Salkowitz
Larissa Saladuchin ’94
Amanda Saile ’08
Mitchell Saifer
Dr. and Mrs. Jan N. Schifko
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory A. Schifko
Mr. Mark Schiffbauer and Mrs. Kelli Weeks-Schiffbauer
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory A. Schifko
Carol Schiller ’77
Maryrae Duffy Schiller ’55
Johnathan Schino ’07
Eileen Glover Schible ’58
Daniel Schall ’08
Jeffery Schaller ’92
Harry C. and Susan Scheerbaum
Katie Scheidt ’10
Wendy Barreis Scheier ’65
Carol Friedlein Schelz ’61
Elizabeth Hauser Schenck ’69
Bernadette McHugh Scott ’91
Bernie Scott ’92
Mr. and Mrs. Stan Schaffer
Michael Schafer ’98
Kimberly Schneider Schafer ’97
Michael Schafer ’98
Mr. and Mrs. Stan Schaffer
Eileen Glover Schible ’58
Daniel Schall ’08
Jeffery Schaller ’92
Harry C. and Susan Scheerbaum
Katie Scheidt ’10
Wendy Barreis Scheier ’65
Carol Friedlein Schelz ’61
Elizabeth Hauser Schenck ’69
Bernadette McHugh Scott ’91
Bernie Scott ’92
Mr. and Mrs. Stan Schaffer
Michael Schafer ’98
Ms. Marilyn L. Sclan
Judith Liss Schwartz ’72
Ms. Maxine Schwartz
Robert Schwartz
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H. Schulman
Marguerite Schulten-Zaimes ’74
Matthew Schupack
Martha Rocker Schurman ’66
Mr. & Mrs. Dan Schuster
Barbara Bueltman Schwartz ’71
Beth Mestel Schwartz ’75
Charlotte Feiner Schwartz ’77
Deborah Schwartz ’75
Gail Lubets Schwartz ’60
Gloria Schwartz ’44
Dr. & Mrs. Irving Schwartz
Dr. Susan and Mr. Joel T. Schwartz
Judith Liss Schwartz ’72
Ms. Maxine Schwartz
Robert Schwartz
Sharon Schwartz ’93
Edith L. Schwarz
Mark Schwarz
Patti Schwarz ’87
Joanne Schweikert
Marjorie Groves Schweitzer ’88
Dr. Rodolfo C. Schweitzer
Rebecca Sciarra ’00
Loren Shuman Scascia ’86
Thomas Scascia ’86
Jaimie Marie Scilla ’05
Ms. Marilyn L. Sclan
Kristin Scomza ’07
Antoinette Pileggi Scott ’57
Bernadette McHugh Scott ’91
Judith Scott Bey ’91
Cheryl Wesler Scott ’74
David Scott
David Scott ’90
David and Susan Scott
Donna Cohen Scott ’68
Jean Scott ’03

LOUDER BLOWERS, CLEANER AIR:
Drexel University’s new flameless, hybrid energy system in the Shuart School of Business’ Hines Center.
SPECIAL GIVING – THE CAMPAIGN
ANNUAL REPORT 2011
A number of projects during the Campaign included renovations to existing space to meet new needs. The renovation of an open space into a Seminar Room in Boyer Hall was made possible by JoAnn Lissfelt Nassutti ’52. She also led a group of alumni to fund the purchase and installation of new ventilator hoods in the Chemistry labs.
Deceased

Sharon Steinhofer ’79
Muriel Schiffrin Steinberg ’47
Ms. Jennifer Steinberg
Bette L. Steinberg
Ms. Lynne Stein
Harriet Schlanger Stein ’48
Charlotte Bernstein Stein ’53
Phyllis Gerner Steel ’40
Kimberly Rutledge Stauffer ’03
Ms. Penny Stark
Andrea Stanley-Owens ’95
M. Philip Stamm
Elizabeth Rudnick Stalford ’64
Christine Nordstrom Stainton ’58
Susan Stafford ’73
Martha Fahey Stafford ’69
Mrs. E. Hazel St. Hilaire
Martha Fahey Stafford ’69
Susan Stafford ’73
Martha Fahey Stafford ’69
Mrs. E. Hazel St. Hilaire
Martha Fahey Stafford ’69
Susan Stafford ’73
Martha Fahey Stafford ’69
Mrs. E. Hazel St. Hilaire

Mr. Irwin A. Schatzberg
Laverick-Stone
Carol Szwajkos ’01
Annemarie Szambelak ’07
Synergy Rehabilitation
Susan Hallock Swezey ’60
Jacqueline Jackson Swenson ’51
Gail Wightman Sweet ’71
Clare Gwin Sweeney ’79
Anne Cornell Swalm ’55
George Swales ’78
Anne Cornell Swalm ’55
Geraldine Swan ’92
Lauren N. Swartz
Carol R. Sweeney ’86
Clare Gwin Sweeney ’79
Gail Wightman Sweet ’71
Jasmine Jackson Swenson ’51
Susan Hallock Swezey ’60
Synergy Rehabilitation & Chiropractic LLC
Annemarie Szambelak ’07
Carol Szrajkos ’01

Martha Rojas Szychulski ’75
T & T/LANCO, INC.
Lillian Alberson Tabas ’67
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Tabor
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Taft III
Lily Tai ’56
Jane Tammaccio ’82
Mindy Sue Rosenzweig Tammara ’89
Randy Tammara ’89
Fang Tan ’05
Jill Goldman Tanney ’72
Norma Dietz Tarlow ’46
Dr. Angela Tate
Gail Williams Tattersfield ’62
Elisabeth Taubenberger ’03
Barbara Taylor ’92
Elizabeth Heyl Taylor ’44
Ellen Sproule Taylor ’79
Gloria Taylor
Ms. Gwendolyn Taylor
Joan Mower Taylor ’55
Karlin Johnson Taylor ’73
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth R. Taylor
Ms. Louise Taylor
Lynn Kressel Taylor ’70
Phyllis Brody Taylor ’63
Roslyn S. Taney
^Marvin Hollenbeck Tedmon ’38
^Louise Teed ’65
Temple Beth David of the South Shore
Natalie ScholzTempleton ’46
Alexandra Waltz Tempsick ’65
Elsa Ten Broeck ’64
David Tenenbaum ’06
Dorothy Tenenbaum ’06
Carol Eakley Terry ’70
Robert L. Teweles
Barbara Jacobson Thayer ’58
Alicia Thomas ’99
Angela Thomas ’07
Maybelle Thomas ’07
Thomas R. Grover Middle School
Roberta Thomas
Todd Thomas ’91
Florence Thompkins ’99
Ms. Amanda Thompson
Anna Laura Neider Thompson ’50
Brett Thompson ’07
Donna Johnston Thompson ’54
Gloria Thompson ’79
Drs. Robert & Joan Thompson
Robert Thompson-Smith ’01
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RENAISSANCE CLUB
$25,000 and over
Mrs. Geraldine Aaron
Alison Aaron Madsen ’85
Marguerite Stevens Beauchamp ’39
Berks County Intermediate Unit
Rosemary Deniken Blankley ’57, ’06H
& Mr. Walter E. Blankley
Mrs. Sally L. Castle
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Rosalie Swedlin Cort ’68
Delran Builders Company, Inc.
Annette Safler Eskind ’49
Fourjay Foundation
Beverly Rappaport Goldberg ’53
and Haviland Flickinger
*Mr. John C. Haas & Mrs. Chara
C. Haas
Lois E. Haber ’71 & Michael Haber
Jean S. Hassler ’00M and John H.
Hassler, Jr.
Gretel Hellendall
Mrs. Marie-Louise Vermeiren
Jackson ’19H
Dr. Norman Johnston ’97H
Mrs. Patricia Kind
Carolyn Stierhem La Mountain ’78
Grace Warrington Lowe ’58
Dr. Linda Moulton
JoAnn Lissfelt Nassutti ’52
National Constitution Center
National Institute on Aging
National Institutes of Health
National Science Foundation
Charlotte W. Newcombe Foundation

PARKHURST DINING SERVICES division of Eat’n Park Hospitality Group, Inc.
Philadelphia Exhibitions Initiative
M. Fredric Rieders, Ph.D. &
Marian D. Rieders
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald B. Rorer
SEI Investment Distribution Co.
*Elizabeth Dennison Snow ’35
Patricia L. Squire ’62
Margaret Wright Steele ’80
Madeline Johnson Stein ’68 & Isaac
Stein 11H
The W. W. Smith Charitable Trust
Susan Jackson Tressider ’84, ’90M
U.S. Department of Education
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Vitetta
Detta Voesar ’86
Bernice M. Wenzel ’42
Eugenia Lenox West ’57

MEDALLION CLUB
$10,000—24,999
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Affleck
American Chemical Society
Arasmuk Corporation
Lee Marcy Barth ’60
Ms. Jo Bennett
Drs. Pradyumna & Vijay Chauhan
Marlins Summers Cranin ’54, ’96H
Eileen Elliott ’63
Foundation for Physical Therapy, Inc.
Jane Lewis Grove ’59
Marcia M. Hummers ’58 & Edward
W. Hummers, Jr.
Morgiana Lau Kan ’58
Lolita Jaeger Lindstrom ’59
Philip B. Lindy
Janet and Richard Miller
Lynne & Gregory O’Brien
Philadelphia Youth Network
Lois Roemmele ’58
John D. & Theresa P. Rollins
Dr. Ronald Schindler
Elizabeth Beattie Schlowsky ’67
Walter J. Weber, Jr. ’91
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore V. Wood, Jr.

CORONET CLUB
$5,000—9,999
Anonymous
Joseph Patrick Archie ’77
Dr. Joycelyn Y. Auritt ’71
Harriet Swoyer Horner Baisch ’56
Dr. Ellington M. Beavers
and Mrs. Lorraine Beavers
Patricia Brubaker ’73
Ruth Denker Campopiano ’56
Ruth Groves Chaney ’46
Comcast Foundation
Nick & Valerie Costa
Dr. Mark Curchack & Mrs. Peggy
L. Curchack
Ward and K. Dianne Thompson
Dahlander ’53
Dr. Michael Dryer
Jeff & Daphne Ewing
Adeline Zullo Frichione ’53 & Mr.
Patrick Frichione, Sr.
Marie E. Gallagher ’85
Mildred Rosenberg Gladstone ’53
Ann & Dave Greene
Vira J. Heinz Endowment
Lynn Darling Hendershot ’66
Dr. Carl B. Hoffman
Mark & Susan Kessler

TURRET CLUB
$2,500—4,999
Association of Independent
Colleges & Universities
Joan Levy Bachman ’53
Barley Snyder LLC
Naomi Hutchison Black ’63
Maureen Finn Tierney ’79
Jane Kroner ’59
Nancy R. Kyle
Jonathan E. Lehman
Charles M. Magistro ’02H
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh G. Moulton
Mr. & Mrs. Michael J. Mullin
Barbara M. Osiński ’89
Lillian Howarth Pagano ’52
Mariana Harder Peckmann ’60,
’83M & Hans Peckmann
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)
Foundation
Elizabeth Chapman Singer ’42
Linda May Sklar ’62
The Society of
*The Sons of St. George
Rita Rosenfeld Stein ’50
Ruth Hill Thomson ’40
Maureen Finn Tierney ’79
Jane MacPherson Wooten ’51
Kathleen York ’68
Carol Wigley Young ’54 & Robert
Neil Young

This honor roll recognizes President’s Circle members who made cash contributions or new pledge commitments from July 1, 2010, through June 30, 2011.
TOWER CLUB
$1,000—2,499
Helen Campbell Ames ’41
Anonymous
Judith McColl Barrow ’68
Steven E. & Lori Bauer
Joan Ruttenberg Becker ’61
Hope Ruslin Berger ’77
Dr. Michael L. and Linda C. Berger
Elsa-Lu Greenblatt Berkowitz ’55 &
Arnold Berkowitz
Diane Berkstresser ’99
Amy Honigsberg Bernstein ’67
Judith E. Bishop ’60
Beatrice Carpenter Blackman ’57
Heather Blevins ’07
Mary Bolmarcich ’02 & Jennifer Tobor
Bolmarcich ’04
Dr. Virginia Bolmarcich
Joan Nadler Brantz ’65
Suzanne Burnison Burrows ’53
Marilyn Berg Callander ’55
Margaret Willis Carlton ’51
Sandra Long Cleveland ’61
Jenny Connolly ’87
Mary Ann Cook ’70
Sarah White Cooper ’78M
Babette Leyer Cranston ’48
Priscilla French Curry ’52
Marie DeRatto ’92
Stacey Downey ’88
Dorothy Kulp Edwards ’42
Susan Edwards ’69
William Elrick ’93M
Emmalane Ewing ’55
Anita Sobel Feinberg ’74
Harriette Brownstein Fox ’71
Diana Schilling Frazier
Eva Ochre Frick ’61
Sue Gettlin
Nancy Switzky Goodman ’69
Jerry & Terry Greiner
Joan Ottaway Gurniak ’58
Dr. Annette L. Halpin
Gertrude Brooks Hankin ’43
Rita Pawlikowski Harvey ’55
Shirley Seidenman Hess ’42
Dr. John R. Hoffman
Doris McGrail Hopper ’63
Dr. Sandra M. Hordis
Francine Cohen Hornstein ’54
Melissa E. Hough ’73
Margaret Tillman Huskins ’68
Joann Bratyton Jacobs ’68
Barbara Davidson Johnson ’62
Richard L. Jones
Patricia Martin Kafoglis ’53
Ms. Helen Kelley
Helen Blylawski Kelso ’57
Betty Tae Kiriwan ’57
Eva C. Korolishin ’10 & Michael J.
Korolishin
Marceline Krafchik ’54
Babette Senker Krug ’68, ’81M and
Melvin E. Krug
Dr. David Larsen
Jacqueline Shaner Latimer ’46
Adeline Gordon Levine ’62
Shirley Liddell
Margaret Fassett Lueddecke ’47
The Macchi Family
Norma Faust Mailhot ’57
Kathleen & Carl Mangione
Sandra McCaff ’70
Judith Nelson McCracken ’63
Ellen Beidler McKay ’71
Mary Louise Curt Mee ’59
Judith Mills ’93
Susan Patt Mountz ’64
Tony & Robin Muscia
Diane Deann Myers ’51
Erik ’97M & Cheryl Nelson
Rebecca Nelson ’89
Cal and Marcene Nodine
Carol A. Oatis
Alan Offerman ’81
Honorable & Mrs. Garrett D. Page
Artist Parker ’72
Marjorie Welde Parsons ’48
Jennifer Patoki
Heather Peirce-Stern ’74
Linda Phillips Pursley ’69
Jeanne & Clair M. Raubenstine
Rebecca Barnes Ray ’73
Virginia A. Reid ’73, ’76M
John E. Riggan
Sibyl Remington Robinson ’51
Mildred Roe ’53H
Suzanne Bates McKnight Weaver ’92
Elizabeth Holton Weiss ’60
Lois MacElroy Wells ’57
Elene Meury West ’65
Ann Durie Westerfield ’62
Lynne Wuerthele Whitacre ’67
Carol Sweeney White ’68
Mr. Joel D. Wagoner
Cindy Wanerman
Anne Sullivan Waskom ’72
Sussanne Bates Mc Knight Weaver ’92
Ms. M. Jane Williams
Linda Williams ’71
Eleanor Murphy Workman ’54
Ellen Yamaguchi ’72, ’77M
Grace Li Yung ’68

M. Susan Savage ’74
Susan Saxer 71
Freda Friz Schopfer ’57
Susan Smyth Shenker ’69
Sharon Foyto Smith ’67
Ms. Arlene Snyder
Jane Lockner Sproat ’48
Janet St. Amand ’75
Ms. Renee Starr
Miss Marilyn Steinbright ’99H
Kimberly Sterns-Stein ’88 & VanEric
Stein
Stong Fire Protection – A Division of
Joseph Stong, Inc.
Mrs. Ronnie B. Streichler & Mr. Allan
Streichler
Maxine Swift-Friend ’58
Synod of the Trinity
*Judith Taylor
Lowell S. Thomas Jr. ’01H & Mrs.
Judith E. Thomas
Helene Fox Tobias ’51
Susan S. Tomlinson ’04DPT & James
D. Tomlinson
Deborah Tuttle ’78
Lili F. Velee ’86
Elsa Larsen Vernon ’71
Dr. Archie J. Vomachka and Dr. Susan
K. Brenneman
Mr. Joel D. Wagoner
Cindy Wanerman
Anne Sullivan Waskom ’72
Sussanne Bates Mc Knight Weaver ’92
Elizabeth Holton Weiss ’60
Lois MacElroy Wells ’57
Elene Meury West ’65
Ann Durie Westerfield ’62
Lynne Wuerthele Whitacre ’67
Carol Sweeney White ’68
Mr. Joel D. Wagoner
Cindy Wanerman
Anne Sullivan Waskom ’72
Sussanne Bates Mc Knight Weaver ’92
Elizabeth Holton Weiss ’60
Lois MacElroy Wells ’57
Elene Meury West ’65
Ann Durie Westerfield ’62
Lynne Wuerthele Whitacre ’67
Carol Sweeney White ’68
Ms. M. Jane Williams
Linda Williams ’71
Eleanor Murphy Workman ’54
Ellen Yamaguchi ’72, ’77M
Grace Li Yung ’68

* Deceased
WAYS TO GIVE

Stock that has appreciated in value and is owned more than a year offers the tax benefit of avoiding capital gains tax on the appreciation and may qualify for an income tax charitable deduction.

A donor-advised fund allows you to recommend annual grants to benefit Arcadia. Many fund administrators allow you to sign a letter of intent expressing your interest in supporting the University for more than one year.

A charitable gift annuity allows you to make a gift that pays income for life to one or two individuals. Payments are fixed and can be deposited directly to your checking account. A minimum gift of $10,000 is required, and annuitant(s) must be age 60 or older.

An IRA Charitable Rollover up to $100,000 (for individuals age 70½ or older) may provide a tax advantage if you do not need the income for the required minimum distribution in 2011.

At Arcadia University, Covenant Society members have made planned gifts that help to secure the future of the University and enable the University to meet its goal of preparing new generations of students. Covenant Society membership is available to individuals who have named Arcadia University as a beneficiary of a charitable bequest, retirement plan, or life insurance policy; established a life income gift, such as a charitable gift annuity or trust; or provided another planned gift to benefit the University. Covenant Society members are honored each year at an event hosted by the President and receive special updates during the year.

This honor roll recognizes those who have informed the University of their planned gifts through June 2011.

Covenant Society

C. Ellen Hodges Adey ’42
Frances Lewis Adler ’42
Helen Campbell Ames ’41
Susan Kyle Anthony ’63
Dr. Joycelyn Young Auritt ’71
Joan Levy Bachman ’53
Harriet Swoyer Horner Baish ’56
Suzanne Günsalus Bakken ’51
Mary Baylor Reinhart Baynes ’37
Marguerite Stevens Beauchamp ’39
Pearl Keller Bell ’49
Dr. Michael L. and Linda C. Berger
Susan Ginsberg Berk ’69
Diane Berkstresser ’99
Amy Honigsberg Bernstein ’67
Beatrice Carpenter Durham Blackman ’57
Rosemary Deniken Blankley ’57, ’06H & Mr. Walter Blankley
Lenore Berman Block ’60
Patricia Broh Bort ’69
Lenore Berman Block ’60
Doris Dodd Eyman ’53
Emmalane R. Ewing ’55
Margaret Mitchell Eskridge ’50
Emmalane R. Ewing ’55
Doris Doyt Edman ’53
Emily Solomon Farrell ’69
Helen Evans Febo ’63 and
Albert Febo
Suzanne Decker Fenimore ’61
Bonnie Goldblum Fiorentino ’87
^Doris Stewart Fleming ’40
Lois Woolley Flieder ’53
Susan Friedman ’84
Fannie Rockefeller Gabriel ’43
Judith McCarthy Gielow ’65
Joyce Kramer Gilbert ’55
^Alberta A. Gladeck ’37
^Joan Haly Glazer ’56
^Margaret Ingling Godfrey ’48
Beverly Rapaport Goldberg ’53
Barbara Stiefel Goldberg ’49
Irene Mack Goodsell ’54
Robert Grayson
Ann Simonin Grebe ’61
Miriam Stybel Grossmann ’54
Jane Lewis Grove ’59
Joan Ottaway Gurniak ’58
Lois E. Haber ’71
& Michael Haber
Linda Klevit Hahn ’69
Emily Heizer Hall ’49
Lynn Darling Hendershot ’66
Janet Havener Hensle ’63
Shirley Steidman Hess ’42
^Dorothea Buermann Holden ’37
Melissa E. Hough ’73
Marcia Rulon Hubbell ’60
Helene Bergman Huffer ’74
Marcia M. Humpers ’58
Lillian Wright Hunter ’45
Mary Holber Hyson ’73
Joann Brayton Jacobs ’68
Sally Kuhrt Johnson ’64
Karla Jones ’04
Marjorie Updegrove Kaskey ’52
Judith O’Flynn Kayser ’77
Diane Gackenbach Kidd ’61
Patricia Darling Kile ’56, 78M
Vivian Kitchell ’43
Martha Krave ’41
Jane Kramer ’59
Michal Morrison Kusick ’70
Carolyn Stierhlem La Mountain ’78
Dr. Bette E. Landman ’04H
Billie Landrime ’40
Helen Dodge Lefor ’54
Carol L. Leiper
Anne Hinke Lewis ’58
Lolita Jaeger Lindstrom ’59
Camille Lucci ’80
Barbara Weinberg Ludtke ’55
^Elizabeth McCann Lundquist ’54
June Mamana Guertin ’69
Madge Kimble Marter ’41
Ms. Harleline Martin
Polly Mason ’67
Judith Nelson McCracken ’63
Suzanne Beaver Meany ’90 &
Gary Meany ’90
Mary Louise Bratt Mees ’59
Gail Fowler Middleton ’59
Monique Miller ’73
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh G. Moulton
Susan Patt Moutz ’64
Dick Hely Mikes ’33
JoAnn Lisseltt Nassutti ’52
Mary Lou Pickell Nelson ’59
Lois Alderman Nichols ’63
Gloria Oakes ’85
Clara Prior Orr ’35
Vernita Parris ’78
Marianna Harder Peckman ’60,
 ’83M & Hans Peckman
Janet Bullock Perper ’51
Joan Roth Pierce ’56
^Mr. and Mrs. James F. Pletcher,
 Ph.D.
Anne Parker Price ’40
Barbara Rebmann ’62
^Frances Layman Redman ’31
Mary Baylor Reinhart ’37
Audrey ’85 and Peter Reynolds
Cynthia Richter ’53
Patricia Stevenson Rittenhouse ’51
Sibyl Remington Robinson ’51
Rosemarri Sheer Roth ’61
Dr. Gary Saltzman ’82
^Dorothy Hill Sauerswine ’36
We honor these Covenant Society members who have thoughtfully provided a bequest or other planned gift to the University which was realized.

BEQUESTS

Emily Ann McDonald Adler ’44
Mary Swab Alexander ’23
Olive Ambrose ’40
Hazel Anderson ’30

Ms. Thelma Dillon Andress
Edith Cohen April ’36
Ms. Eugenia Artwood
Georgia Meyer Atwood ’38
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Atwood III
Nana Belle Wise Babb ’29
Ms. Ruth Bampton
Dr. Henry Barraclough
Florilla Davis Beazley ’23
Barbara A. Bergen ’49
Helen Bernhisei ’37
Beatrice Blaw ’38
Sidelle Friedman Bogart ’40
Florence Morgan Bowman ’35
Elizabeth Dunlap Broschart ’34
Marjorie Disney Brown ’33
Eleanor Jane Carlin ’40
Charlotte A. Castle ’40
Jean Anne Grebenstein Christie ’50
Mary Condon 1908
Rita Baumann Cowan ’44
Jane Geayer Dametz ’56
Mary Ann Daniel ’51
Lydia Davenport ’50
Reba & Walter Dilworth
Ms. Mary Earle
Ms. Anna Eaton
Rachel Clough Eckert ’16
Ms. Judith Elder
Evelyn S. Emerson ’36
Margaret Fairlamb ’36
Ruth Fell ’42
Gertrude Schwentker Fendley ’29
Mr. Robert L. Flack
Jane Musick Flickinger ’31
Barbara Frost ’41
Palmyra Menna Geldi ’33
Eleanor Martin Germond ’35
Elise Felmeden Gladitz ’32
Dr. Steven S. Goldberg
Ruth C. Grant ’37
Katherine Green ’31
Deena Michelle Grossmann ’81
Pauline Vaughan Hamilton ’41
Muriel Lair Happich ’44
Jeanne Halfmann Harman ’33
Carolyn Twigg Haas ’38
Katharine Nichols Hering ’35
Mr. Henry Herr
Ms. Margaret Hinton
Sara Nagle Hoeffer
Lillian Schmehl Hoffman ’18

Ms. Louise Hollingshead
Maxine Hellmich Holmes ’21
June Newcomer Honaman ’41
Mildred Hunt ’38
Eleanor Askey Hurley ’29
Dorothy Bischoff Hussa ’39
Helen Katchmar ’34
Miss Mary Kiefaber
Iris Kieslich ’79
Wilma Beabes Kline ’33
Roberta Knopf ’38
Leah Marie Kresse ’55
Dorothy Haupt Grotz Lampe ’42
Ms. Ruth Lindemenn
Mildred Storch Lininger ’28
Dorothy Ingling MacConkey ’47
Ms. Catherine MacDonald
Ethlyn Selsor Mack ’18
Mary McClellan Mangan ’30
Ms. Jeanette E. L. McCabe
Louise Buell McChure ’45
Marian Sonntag McDougal ’44
Roberta Paullamuss McKinney ’29
Dorothy Reheard Miller ’30
Constance O’Maara Moore ’42
Katharine Weaver Moore ’30
Ms. Hortense T. Moss
Eloise Mullen ’38
Anita Murray ’30
Ruth E. Parker ’42
Joan Kovacs Perry ’55
Lillian Stringfellow Bassett Rankin ’34
Martha S. Reams ’41
Bessie Wilner Richmond ’27
Ms. Mildred Roe
Doris E. Roof ’30
Florence Holliday Rumbaugh ’21
Ethel Roeger Schmuhl ’35
Edna C. Scott ’30
Lorena Rodgers Seifert ’30
Rebecca H. Shriver ’33
Elizabeth Dennison Snow ’35
Sara Brubaker Steer ’41
Evelyn Kordes Steinbrucker ’42
Dr. F. William Sunderman
Edith Maxwell Taylor ’77
Florine A. Tillson ’15
Helen Krone Tippett ’41
Ruth M. Van Horn ’34
Beverley Jean Brown Varoli ’47
Ms. Janet Wagenhurst
Lois Wagenhurst ’38
Margaret & Herbert Wakefield
Laura Mercy Walker ’34
Ms. Flora Weiner
Jean Tullis Weis ’39
Helen May Wenger ’29
Virginia H. Werner ’41
Mary Putnam Whalen ’41
Grace I. White ’40
Lois V. Williams ’35
Mr. Ralph Williams
Mr. Nochem Winnet
Olive V. Worton ’38
Eleanor Greenwell Wysong ’39
Ms. Marechal-Neil E. Young

^ Deceased
WAYS TO GIVE

A charitable bequest allows you to continue your support of Arcadia and benefit generations of students to come through an unrestricted gift or by establishing a named endowment for scholarships and other purposes.

A charitable remainder trust can be established to meet specific income and investment needs (minimum gift of $100,000 required) for a term of years (up to 20) for up to two individuals for their lifetimes and can be funded with cash or appreciated securities.

A gift of a life insurance policy with a cash value, real estate and other assets may make a gift of a residence and can be funded with cash or appreciated securities.

A gift of a life insurance policy with a cash value, real estate and other assets may be given to the University. You also can make a gift of a residence and can be funded with cash or appreciated securities.

A gift of a life insurance policy with a cash value, real estate and other assets may be given to the University. You also may make a gift of a residence and continue to live in it.

Arcadia University has established three societies to recognize donors who have demonstrated leadership through their lifetime giving, including outright gifts, pledges and planned gift intentions for all restricted and unrestricted purposes. The societies are named for three of our institution’s most distinguished presidents: the Reverend Dr. Raymon M. Kistler (President, 1940-60), who worked tirelessly to bring stability through the financial turmoil of World War II; Dr. Edward D. Gates (President, 1960-82), who led the consolidation on the Glenside campus; and Dr. Bette E. Landman (President, 1985-2004), whose vision and plan brought the College to University status. Giving levels reflect gifts made through June 30, 2011.

KISTLER SOCIETY MEMBERS
Lifetime Giving of $1 million or more
The Arcadia Foundation
\(^*\)Eugenia Fuller Arwood ‘61H
Rosemary Deniken Blankley ’57, ’06H & Mr. Walter Blankley
\(^*\)Elizabeth Dunlap Broshart ’34
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
\(^*\)Walter & ^Reha Dilworth
Lois E. Haber ’71 & Michael Haber
\(^*\)Pauline Vaughan Hamilton ’41
Mrs. Marie-Louise Vermeiren Jackson ’09H
\(^*\)Harry ’06H & \(^*\)Catherine ’94H Kuch
National Institute on Aging/
National Institutes of Health
National Science Foundation
The W W Smith Charitable Trust
Southeastern Pennsylvania
Consortium for Higher Education
\(^*\)Sara Brubaker Steer ’41
Madeline Johnson Stein ’68 & Isaac Stein ’11H
Miss Marilyn Steinbright ’99H
\(^*\)Evelyn Kordes Steinbrucker ’42
Dr. John M. Templeton, Jr. ’89H
\(^*\)Laura Mercy Walker ’34
Eugenia Lenox West ’57

GATES SOCIETY MEMBERS
Lifetime Giving of $500,000–999,999
Emmalene Ewing ’53
Gretel Hellendall & \(^*\)Walter Hellendall ’77, ’07H
\(^*\)Helen Katchmar
LaSalle University
Gary Meanor ’80 & Suzanne Beaver Meanor ’90
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Moulton
The Charlotte W. Newcombe Foundation
\(^*\)Ruth E. Parker ’42
PARKHURST DINING SERVICES division of Eat’n Park Hospitality Group, Inc.
PGB Trust and Investments
Philadelphia Education Fund
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)
Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald B. Rorer
\(^*\)Rebecca Shriver ’33
\(^*\)Elizabeth Dennison Snow ’35
Synod of the Trinity
U. S. Department of Health
and Human Services
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Vitetta

LANDMAN SOCIETY MEMBERS
Lifetime Giving of $100,000 – 499,999
1601 Church Road Associates
A.G. Edwards
Mrs. Geraldine Aaron ’85
Alison Aaron Madsen ’85
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Affleck
\(^*\)Mary Swab Alexander ’23
American Chemical Society
Anmetek Foundation
Aramark Corporation
Joseph Patrick Archie ’77
Joyceellen Young Auritt ’71 &
\(^*\)Dr. William Auritt
Suzanne Gouvalus Bakken ’51
\(^*\)James M. Ballengee
Dr. Ellington M. Beavers ’93H
& Mrs. Lorraine Beavers
Marilyn Berg Callander ’55
Ruth Denker Campopiano ’56
\(^*\)Evelyn Kordes Dametz ’56
Child Care of Montgomery County
\(^*\)Mr. & Mrs. Gerald B. Rorer
\(^*\)Rebecca Shriver ’33
\(^*\)Elizabeth Dennison Snow ’35
Synod of the Trinity
U. S. Department of Health
and Human Services
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Vitetta

\(^*\)Harry ’06H & \(^*\)Catherine ’94H Kuch
National Institute on Aging/
National Institutes of Health
National Science Foundation
The W W Smith Charitable Trust
Southeastern Pennsylvania
Consortium for Higher Education
\(^*\)Sara Brubaker Steer ’41
Madeline Johnson Stein ’68 & Isaac Stein ’11H
Miss Marilyn Steinbright ’99H
\(^*\)Evelyn Kordes Steinbrucker ’42
Dr. John M. Templeton, Jr. ’89H
\(^*\)Laura Mercy Walker ’34
Eugenia Lenox West ’57

\(^*\)Harry ’06H & \(^*\)Catherine ’94H Kuch
National Institute on Aging/
National Institutes of Health
National Science Foundation
Christian R. & Mary F. Lindback Foundation
Lolita Jaeger Lindstrom ’59
Grace Warnington Lowe ’58
Mr. Charles M. Magistro ’02H
Margot Marsh Biodiversity Foundation
\textsuperscript{a}Marian Sonntag McDougall ’44
William Meiers ’93M, ’96M
Gail Fowler Middleton ’59
Mobil Equatorial Guinea, Inc.
\textsuperscript{a}Katherine Weaver Moore ’30
PA Department of Community and Economic Development
The William Penn Foundation
The Pew Charitable Trusts
Philadelphia Exhibitions Initiative
\textsuperscript{a}Bernice Jacobs Raab ’46
\textsuperscript{a}Lilian Stringfellow Bassett Rankin ’34
Thomas J. Reilly, Jr.
Audrey ’85 and Peter Reynolds
M. Fredric Rieders, Ph.D. & Marian D. Rieders
John D. & Theresa P. Rollins
\textsuperscript{a}Doris Roof ’30
The Rorer Foundation, Inc.
Mary & Emmanuel Rosenfeld Foundation
Lawrence J. & Anne Rubenstein Charitable Foundation
\textsuperscript{a}Florence Holliday Rumbaugh ’21
Elizabeth Beattie Schlowsky ’67
\textsuperscript{a}Edna C. Scott ’50
Mrs. Barbara Sheble & \textsuperscript{a}John W. Sheble
Susan Smyth Shenker ’69
Sodexo, Inc.
\textsuperscript{a}Marjorie H. Squire
Patricia L. Squire ’62
Margaret Wright Steele ’80
Rita Rosenfeld Stein ’50
\textsuperscript{a}F. William Sunderman
\textsuperscript{a}Edith Maxwell Taylor ’77
Temple University Gear Up
\textsuperscript{a}Sir John Templeton ’65H
Mr. Constantine Tonian
Susan Jackson Tressider ’84
Heather Fleming Tacker ’68
\textsuperscript{a}Janet Morrison Tyre ’41
University City Science Center
University of Pennsylvania
The University of the Arts
\textsuperscript{a}Ruth Van Horn ’34

\textbf{TRIBUTE GIFTS}

\textbf{IN HONOR OF}

Betty Alevizatos ’51
Ann Riker Baun ’56
Dr. Michael L. Berger
Karen Heaton Cappella ’75
Dr. Pradyumnna S. Chauhan
\textsuperscript{a}Dr. & Mrs. Malvin Dougherty
Mrs. Patricia Dougherty
Suzanne Decker Fenimore ’61
Jean Stout Fletcher ’57 & Alan Fletcher
Adeline Zullo Fricchione ’53
Marie T. Gallagher ’95
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
Wallace Reader’s Digest Special Projects
Elizabeth Holton Weiss ’60
\textsuperscript{a}Helen Wener ’29
Bernice M. Wenzel ’42
\textsuperscript{a}Virginia Werner ’41
\textsuperscript{a}Lois Williams ’35
\textsuperscript{a}Ralph Williams
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore V. Wood, Jr.
Eleanor Murphy Workman ’54
Carol Wigley Young ’54 & Robert Neil Young
Sue Knopf Young ’63

\textbf{IN MEMORY OF}

Carol Foster Arnold ’56
Ann Schroter Bechtel ’50
Dr. Gerald Belcher
Jennifer Dubin Bell ’78
Brenda Myers Betz ’61
Deborah Boutcher ’83
Eileen DeVries Brunner ’48
Mr. Joseph L. Castle II
Beverly Rappaport Goldberg ’53
Dr. Bette P. Goldstone
Jerry & Terry Greiner
Lois E. Haber ’71 & Michael Haber
Florence Hellblum
Dr. Norman Johnston ’97H
Mrs. Jill G. Kyle
Dr. David Larsen
Dr. & Mrs. David J. McAleer
Mrs. Georgetta McAleer
Janet & Richard Miller
Mrs. Catherine Moulton
Dr. & Mrs. A. Richard Polis
Patricia Stevenson Rittenhouse ’51
Mrs. Phyllis Sissenwine
Margaret Wright Steele ’80
Mrs. Marietta C. Sullivan
Mr. Jay Vogel
Mrs. Theresa C. Whelan
Ms. Rebakah S. Woolf

\textbf{SPECIAL GIVING – LIFETIME GIVING}

2011

Barbara Steffs Clayton ’00
Betsy Coulson Conrad ’61
Donald H. Craik
A. Norman Cranin
Thomas P. Dougherty
Gardner Evans
Norman N. Gitman
Joan Halz Glazier ’56
Mr. Joseph Goldstein
Miriann Becker Good ’56
Ellen Hover ’74
Lucille Hudso Lambert ’51
Jesse Lehman
Lillie Ludman ’59
Elizabeth McCann Lundquist ’54
Louise McClure ’45
Mr. Anthony L. Mennella Jr.
Theresa Bizzarri Miller ’56
Dr. Charles E. Moulton
Mr. Danny Nenninger
Joan O’Dwyer-Savarese ’47
Cherenne Peoples
Mrs. Clara Ratner
Jami Rodriguez ’00
Joan Bell Rogers ’61
Eleanor Butzko Rosenthal ’51
Hildegard Schaefer
Abrahm Sohn
Edward M. Sullivan
Mr. Irving H. Wang

\textsuperscript{a} Deceased

\textsuperscript{a} Deceased

\textsuperscript{a} Deceased

\textsuperscript{a} Deceased
2011 ANNUAL FUND AWARDS

The 2011 Annual Fund Awards were presented during the Alumni Leadership Summit on October 15, 2011. These awards honor those undergraduate classes whose generous support of Arcadia University was unsurpassed in the fiscal year:

- **The Martha-Lee Taggart Sunderman Award** for the Highest Percentage of Participation: Class of 1955 (Elsa-Lu Greenblatt Berkowitz, Fund Agent)
- The Award for the **Largest Gift Amount**: Class of 1971 (Elsa Larsen Vernon, Fund Agent)
- The Award for the **Largest Gift Increase**: Class of 1962 (Susan Osman Pascucci, Fund Agent)
- **The Harry G. Kuch Award** for the class from the last decade with the Highest Percentage of Participation: Class of 2006 (Meghaan Figgs Carter, Jessica Hoos Luteran, Fund Agents)

Every Annual Fund gift goes to work immediately by helping to support student scholarships, faculty development, academic programs and facility improvements. The Alumni Fund supports the Beaver College of Undergraduate Studies, and the Graduate Alumni Fund supports Graduate Studies.

Knight Society members, recognized with a +, are loyal alumni contributors who have given three or more consecutive years. Individuals who give $1,000 or more annually also are listed in the President’s Circle.

This honor roll recognizes those who made cash gifts and matching gifts received between July 1, 2010, and June 30, 2011. Throughout the listing of donors, we’ve highlighted just a few of the ways the Annual Fund makes a difference in the lives of Arcadia’s students, both in and out of the classroom.

It is with great appreciation that Rosemary Deniken Blankley ’57, ’06H is congratulated on the success of the 2011 Annual Fund. Under her skilled leadership as National Chair of the Annual Fund, goals were met and new initiatives developed. Her dedication and commitment to Arcadia are an inspiration to all.

ARCADIA ANNUAL FUND

Donor Levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President’s Circle</td>
<td>$1,000 and up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castle Benefactor</td>
<td>$250 - 999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributor</td>
<td>up to $249</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arcadia’s Annual Fund provides the funds that have a direct impact each year on our students, faculty and campus community. Gifts of all sizes, when added together, help to support the University’s highest priorities and most important initiatives.
INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES
First-year students were offered an expanded menu of opportunities with Preview 2011. For nominal fees, the traditional non-credit experience in London was offered along with nine 2-credit course options. Travel locations over spring break included England, Scotland, Ireland, Spain, Mexico, France and New Zealand. Arcadia continues to offer multiple opportunities for students to explore the world.
2010-2011 Sources of Cash Gifts*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources of Gifts</th>
<th>Unrestricted Annual Fund</th>
<th>Restricted Annual Fund</th>
<th>Capital Funds</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alumni</td>
<td>$570,387.17</td>
<td>$127,464.13</td>
<td>$644,564.11</td>
<td>$1,342,415.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>$10,455.00</td>
<td>$1,125.00</td>
<td>$3,615.00</td>
<td>$15,195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>$80,359.54</td>
<td>$137,125.25</td>
<td>$190,477.90</td>
<td>$407,962.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundations</td>
<td>$53,456.69</td>
<td>$228,308.01</td>
<td>$79,860.00</td>
<td>$361,624.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporations</td>
<td>$82,278.43</td>
<td>$26,447.40</td>
<td>$837,006.00</td>
<td>$954,731.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Orgs.</td>
<td>$1,900.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6,719.48</td>
<td>$8,619.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Govmt. Agencies</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,929,270.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,929,270.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>$15,837.04</td>
<td>$180,333.47</td>
<td>$125,752.97</td>
<td>$321,923.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$814,673.87</strong></td>
<td><strong>$2,636,792.84</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,881,275.98</strong></td>
<td><strong>$5,332,742.69</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For the purposes of this chart, trustee giving is counted under multiple source categories.

CLASS OF 1941

President’s Circle
Helen Campbell Ames+

Contributor
Virginia Sharpless Crosson+
Mildred Howell Dyke+
 Hedwig Kearney Herzog+
Madge Kimble Marter+
Eleanor Price Mutchler+
Harrier Rosenbaum Wendell+

CLASS OF 1942

**Fund Agent:** Marjorie Aldrich Bowers+

President’s Circle
Dorothy Kulp Edwards+
Shirley Seidenman Hess+
Bernice Wenzel+

Castle Benefactor
Marjorie Aldrich Bowers+

Contributor
Dorothy Calcagno Caten+
 Ruth Atkinson Cromie
Jane Hooper Jansson+
Arlene Parker Kirk+
Anita Reinecke Phoenix+
Martha Skoog+
Josephine Schmidt Walton+
Bernadine Finnerty Warner+

CLASS OF 1943

**Fund Agent:** Virginia Herron Machling+

President’s Circle
Elizabeth Griffin Williston
Ruth Bell Wofrom+

Castle Benefactor
Mary Comly Hopkinson
Winnifred MacKay Morrow+

CLASS OF 1944

**Fund Agent:** Elizabeth Hartey Magagna+

President’s Circle
*Emily Anne MacDonald Adler*

Castle Benefactor
Mary Comly Hopkinson
Winnifred MacKay Morrow+

Contributor
Alice France Bowditch+
Shirley Orlowitz Gross
Joan Thomas Martin+
Jean Bump Panek+
Dorothy Germain Porter
Barbara Deverell Powell+
Selma Weiner Rudolph+
Betty Morgan Rusn+
Natalie Scholz Templeton+

CLASS OF 1945

**Fund Agent:** Jean Stahl Noble+

President’s Circle
Mary Bonin Evans+
Mary Louise Welchons Elliott+
Jean Kilpatrick Coleman+
Ceres Rogokos Criss+
Jean Kilpatrick Coleman+
Mary Louise Welchons Elliott+
Mary Bonin Evans+

Castle Benefactor
Virginia Bell+

Contributor
Catherine Miller Levering+
Catherine Lodge Miers+
Shirley Richards Peake+
Flora Ewart Raunborg+
Carolyn Bernheim Siegel+
Lois Jackson Smith+
Ruth Lasher Selden
Betty Weiner Waxenberg+

CLASS OF 1946

President’s Circle
Ruth Groves Chaney+
Jacqueline Shaner Latimer

Castle Benefactor
Gloria Abrams Fryer+
Ruth Swartley Maxson+

Contributor
Alice France Bowditch+
Shirley Orlowitz Gross
Joan Thomas Martin+
Jean Bump Panek+
Dorothy Germain Porter
Barbara Deverell Powell+
Selma Weiner Rudolph+
Betty Morgan Rusn+
Natalie Scholz Templeton+

CLASS OF 1947

**Fund Agent:** Margaret Fassett Luededecke+

President’s Circle
Jean Stahl Noble+

Castle Benefactor
Jean Stahl Noble+
Margaret Smith Ross+

Contributor
Betty Rothenberger Beifuss+
Gertrude Silberman Bernstein+
Marilyn Yost Burton+
Charlotte Halprin Greene+
Betty Bell Knight+
Mary Bossard Kuehm+
*Joan O’Dwyer-Savarese*
Audrey Minchin Seybold+
Muriel Schirfun Steinberg+
Suzanne Fischer Straub+

CLASS OF 1948

**Fund Agent:** Nancy Crosson+

President’s Circle
Babette Leyer Cranston+
Marjorie Welde Parsons+
Jane Locker Sprout+

Castle Benefactor
Margaret Bliss Conaway+
Nancy Crosson+
M. Elizabeth Green Jennings+
Helen Adam Stone+
Melanie Chavani Trilling+

Contributor
Irene Kraft Cetta+
Lucille Kraske Connell
Betty Anderson Crago
Marion Murray Dentzel
Eileen Drexler Dillon
Gloria Schmidt Fastige
Joan Edwards Freemantle+
Betty Jane Neiditz Goldberg
Elizabeth Bart Gorczyca+
Jane Skinner Haines+
Emily Johnson McLaughlin+
Thelma Wyckoff McNulty+
Elizabeth Waterer Miller+
Frances Wallace Nisenbaum+
Karim Hansen Storer
Helen Curran Warren+
Ruth Yeaney Williams+
Carolyn Miller Wittrock
Bobetta Sidlow Yeter

CLASS OF 1949

**Fund Agent:** ^ Marni Wolfsinger Burdick

President’s Circle
Annette Schaffer Eckind+

Castle Benefactor
Elizabeth Hunter Briner+
^Marni Wolfsinger Burdick
Emily Heitzer Hall+
Virginia Freeman Wearn+

---

*For the purposes of this chart, trustee giving is counted under multiple source categories.*
10-Year Cash Giving

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Unrestricted Annual Fund</th>
<th>Restricted Annual Fund</th>
<th>Capital Funds</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010 - 2011</td>
<td>$814,673.87</td>
<td>$2,636,792.84</td>
<td>$1,881,275.98</td>
<td>$5,332,742.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009 - 2010</td>
<td>$671,634.00</td>
<td>$1,211,701.00</td>
<td>$1,829,060.00</td>
<td>$3,712,395.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 - 2009</td>
<td>$747,368.74</td>
<td>$1,882,171.86</td>
<td>$1,583,327.72</td>
<td>$4,212,868.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007 - 2008</td>
<td>$967,928.19</td>
<td>$2,240,877.37</td>
<td>$1,136,197.39</td>
<td>$4,345,000.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 - 2007</td>
<td>$906,175.90</td>
<td>$1,908,679.45</td>
<td>$1,363,836.88</td>
<td>$4,179,693.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005 - 2006</td>
<td>$818,354.81</td>
<td>$2,528,910.02</td>
<td>$1,217,361.23</td>
<td>$4,544,626.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004 - 2005</td>
<td>$898,667.81</td>
<td>$2,117,947.77</td>
<td>$5,776,162.07</td>
<td>$6,792,779.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003 - 2004</td>
<td>$874,976.49</td>
<td>$1,142,477.17</td>
<td>$1,219,125.59</td>
<td>$3,236,579.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002 - 2003</td>
<td>$864,872.22</td>
<td>$1,248,650.25</td>
<td>$1,758,996.24</td>
<td>$3,872,518.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001 - 2002</td>
<td>$860,593.00</td>
<td>$838,560.95</td>
<td>$3,919,873.23</td>
<td>$5,091,136.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANNUAL REPORT

ANNUAL FUND – UNDERGRADUATE

CLASS OF 1950

Fund Agent: Paula Sonntag Hahn

President’s Circle
Rita Rosenfeld Stein+

Castle Benefactor
Else Holm Froberg+
Dorothy Kenyon Gamble+
Irene Strong Graham+
Pamela Sonntag Hahn+
Elizabeth Dickinson Klopp+
Margaret Morris
Judy Soper Salm+
Mary Fisher Wadsworth+
Mary Lou Morris Zeffert+

CLASS OF 1951

Fund Agent: Patricia Stevenson Rittenhouse

Class Gift: $14,165

President’s Circle
Margaret Willis Carlton
Diane Deane Myers+
Janet Bullock Perper+
Sibyl Remington Robinson+
Helene Fox Tobias+
Jane MacPherson Wooten

Castle Benefactor
Jean Breisch Alderfer Troster+
Shirley Musson Brower+
Martha Sealey Gansz+
Virginia Fulmer Haist+
Virginia Ahern Hendrickson
Patricia Stevenson Rittenhouse

 Contributor
Barbara Joyce Baur+
Barbara Gilpin Beddall+
Barbara Tuft Boguslaw
Joan Greenstone Canter+
Marion Faucett Cantwell+
Jane Robinson Carpenter
Joy Freas Coleman
Barbara Bronson Danziger+
Jane Willis Doughman+
Emma Gant
Barbara Gray Godown+
Alice Halpine+
Paula Drake Hodgdon+
Elizabeth Stevenson Hogg+
Christine Hopkins+
Norma Perkins Kent+
Alberta Hamscher Lindsay+
F. Rosalie VanDyke Morris+
Sheryl Toth Noorland+
Barbara Hinckcliffe Russell+
Jeanne Berloet Steinruck+
Marilyn Collins Stewart+
Dorothy McCurdy Terranova+
Anna Laura Neidert Thompson
Jane Hellyer Vasile
Anastasia Mallis Ververelli+
Marjorie Brown Weinher+

CLASS OF 1952

Fund Agent: Priscilla French Curry

Class Gift: $61,119

President’s Circle
Priscilla French Curry+
Barbara Jones Earle+
Jo Ann Lisselt Nussati+
Lillian Howarth Pagano+

Castle Benefactor
Eleanor Cook
Marcia Rodman Corwin+
Lucille LaMorgese Downs+
Margaret Bonesteel Soland+
Phyllis Saxton Weikart+

Contributor
Nancy Brown DuVall+
Carol Eynon+
Margaret Funk+
Marion Stiles Hemphill+
Jean Qing Henzey
June Hirsch Jones+
Dorothy Reisgen Marshall+
Cynthia McKelvey Mattson+
Frances Bauer Mitchell
Nancy Parke+
Joyce Waldman Perry+
Joan Heil Prall+
Paula Pierce Rodrigo+
Dorothy Beckman Rothschild+

Natalie Gumport Holtzman+
Dorothy Johnston Hoppe+
Dorothea Wirth Janzen+
Joan Berthiaume Killion+
Betty Tomlinson Lebege+
Mildred Kneppegers McClintock+
Elizabeth Wenczel O’Grady
Rhoda Paris Portin
Anita Rohlfs Roberts+
Carolyn Williams Skidmore
Jacqueline Jackson Swenson+
Myrna Tomsy Tucker+
Eleanor Bobik Vannoy+
Barbara MacWilliams Warren+
Doris Parsons White+
Janet Galloway Woolley+
Judith Johnson Wymer
Joan Stockwell Zerr

^ Deceased    |    + Member Knight Society    |    * Matching Gift
KNIGHT SOCIETY

The Knight Society honors Arcadia undergraduate and graduate alumni who consistently and loyally have given gifts, of any size, to the University. This Society is a special way to encourage recent graduates to embark on a tradition of annual giving and also is a wonderful opportunity to honor Arcadia’s most loyal alumni. In fiscal year 2011-12, members will include those donors who have made gifts for four consecutive years.

An annual “Knight Out” reception is held during Alumni Homecoming at Fall Fest to honor all members of the Knight Society. In addition, members’ names have a special notation in this yearly Annual Report on Giving.

Beatrice Koffman Ruiz+
Barbara McKay Ullstein+
Ruth Dow Walton

CLASS OF 1953

Fund Agent: Suzanne Burnison Burrows
Class Gift: $60,837

President’s Circle
Joan Levy Bachman+
Suzanne Burnison Burrows+
K. Dianne Thompson Dohander+
Adeline Zullo Frickione+
Mildred Rosenberg Gladstone+
Beverly Rappaport Goldberg+
Patricia Martin Kafoglis+

Castle Benefactor
Rebecca Frantz Brooks+
Shirley Davison Dixon+
Doris Dodd Eyman+
Cynthia Richter+
Barbara Peterson Rockel+
Megan Helffrich Steinmetz+
Lydia Doody Waterhouse+

Contributor
Emilie Grootendorst Barry+
Priscilla Miller Baugh+
Marilyn Neuburger Block+
Mary Hill Czyzycki+
Marjorie Dundore Dennis+
Elaine Whiteaker Doolittle+
Nathalie Silverman Einhorn+
Kathryn Hibbs+
Patricia Jaynes Hobson+
Barbara Barton+
Joyce Hoffman Freuden+
Barbara Buckey Grimes+
Ruth Weber High+
Adelle Bovenkerk Hoh+
Loretta Parker Liljestrand+
Paula Berrino Livingston+
Mary Slade Mahaffey+
Beverly Darling McLean+
Margaret Jackson Metz+
Diane Waxler Millen+
Slawa Barabach Onufenko+
Joanne Casselberry Romano+
Florence Shafer Soars+
Margaret Johnson Sutor+
Donna Johnston Thompson+
Jean Nazzaro Ware+
Phyllis Shoobridge Warnock

Marjorie Anderson Smith
Charlotte Bernstein Stein+
Shirley Gubb Yoell+

CLASS OF 1954

Fund Agents: Irene Mack Goodsell, Anita Ruff Ott
Class Gift: $29,881

President’s Circle
Marjorie Sisson Lloyd+
Nancy Werber+

Castle Benefactor
Jane Smalley Eick+
Irene Mack Goodsell+
Miriam Stybel Grossmann+
Marjorie Sisson Lloyd+
Nancy Banks Mills+
Anita Ruff Ott+
Nancy Werber+

Contributor
Mary Sturgeon Banvard+
Barbara Barton+
Sally Felton Butterworth+
Mary Mange Dumont+
Mary Ann Reale Foy+
Joyce Hoffman Freuden+
Barbara Buckey Grimes+
Ruth Weber High+
Adelle Bovenkerk Hoh+
Loretta Parker Liljestrand+
Paula Berrino Livingston+
Mary Slade Mahaffey+
Beverly Darling McLean+
Margaret Jackson Metz+
Diane Waxler Millen+
Slawa Barabach Onufenko+
Joanne Casselberry Romano+
Florence Shafer Soars+
Margaret Johnson Sutor+
Donna Johnston Thompson+
Jean Nazzaro Ware+
Phyllis Shoobridge Warnock

CLASS OF 1955

Fund Agent: Elsa-Lu Greenblatt Berkowitz
Class Gift: $8,175

President’s Circle
Elsa-Lu Greenblatt Berkowitz+
Marilyn Berg Callander+
Emmalane Ewing+
Rita Pawlikowski Harvey+

Castle Benefactor
Joan Christopher Allotta+
Maria Klitzke Pietchke+
Amy Levy Rogovin+

Contributor
Constance Jenny Anderson+
Sarah Swick Becker+
Barbara Briggs Butler+
Marilyn Mosee Cedrazi+
Joanne Pepperman Clougherty+
Phyllis Smerke Croke+
Marlene Lochner Emerich+
Suzi Ketzer Foster+
Shirley Kiefert+
Dorothy Koltun+
Joeline Jones Lanterman+
Robert Beyer Loukas+
Barbara Weinberg Ludtke+
Barbara Mancini+
Jeanne Gerhardt Manley+
Joan Beecle Olsen+
Ruth Leichty Pfugler+
Winifred Wesner Purrrington+
Dolores Russo Smiley+
Corinne Devries Smith+
Ruth Kolb Smith+
Anne Cornell Swalm+
Joan Mower Taylor+
Ruth Anderson Trimble+
Dianne Howard Vaughan+
Martha Manley Wood+
Kathryn Harris Wurst+

CLASS OF 1956

Fund Agents: Ruth Denker Campopiano, Patricia Christopher Dunlon
Class Gift: $23,956

KNIGHT SOCIETY

The Knight Society honors Arcadia undergraduate and graduate alumni who consistently and loyally have given gifts, of any size, to the University. This Society is a special way to encourage recent graduates to embark on a tradition of annual giving and also is a wonderful opportunity to honor Arcadia’s most loyal alumni. In fiscal year 2011-12, members will include those donors who have made gifts for four consecutive years.

An annual “Knight Out” reception is held during Alumni Homecoming at Fall Fest to honor all members of the Knight Society. In addition, members’ names have a special notation in this yearly Annual Report on Giving.

Beatrice Koffman Ruiz+
Barbara McKay Ullstein+
Ruth Dow Walton

CLASS OF 1953

Fund Agent: Suzanne Burnison Burrows
Class Gift: $60,837

President’s Circle
Joan Levy Bachman+
Suzanne Burnison Burrows+
K. Dianne Thompson Dohander+
Adeline Zullo Frickione+
Mildred Rosenberg Gladstone+
Beverly Rappaport Goldberg+
Patricia Martin Kafoglis+

Castle Benefactor
Rebecca Frantz Brooks+
Shirley Davison Dixon+
Doris Dodd Eyman+
Cynthia Richter+
Barbara Peterson Rockel+
Megan Helffrich Steinmetz+
Lydia Doody Waterhouse+

Contributor
Emilie Grootendorst Barry+
Priscilla Miller Baugh+
Marilyn Neuburger Block+
Mary Hill Czyzycki+
Marjorie Dundore Dennis+
Elaine Whiteaker Doolittle+
Nathalie Silverman Einhorn+
Kathryn Hibbs+
Patricia Jaynes Hobson+
Barbara Barton+
Sally Felton Butterworth+
Mary Mange Dumont+
Mary Ann Reale Foy+
Joyce Hoffman Freuden+
Barbara Buckey Grimes+
Ruth Weber High+
Adelle Bovenkerk Hoh+
Loretta Parker Liljestrand+
Paula Berrino Livingston+
Mary Slade Mahaffey+
Beverly Darling McLean+
Margaret Jackson Metz+
Diane Waxler Millen+
Slawa Barabach Onufenko+
Joanne Casselberry Romano+
Florence Shafer Soars+
Margaret Johnson Sutor+
Donna Johnston Thompson+
Jean Nazzaro Ware+
Phyllis Shoobridge Warnock

Marjorie Anderson Smith
Charlotte Bernstein Stein+
Shirley Gubb Yoell+

CLASS OF 1954

Fund Agents: Irene Mack Goodsell, Anita Ruff Ott
Class Gift: $29,881

President’s Circle
Marjorie Sisson Lloyd+
Nancy Werber+

Castle Benefactor
Jane Smalley Eick+
Irene Mack Goodsell+
Miriam Stybel Grossmann+
Marjorie Sisson Lloyd+
Nancy Banks Mills+
Anita Ruff Ott+
Nancy Werber+

Contributor
Mary Sturgeon Banvard+
Barbara Barton+
Sally Felton Butterworth+
Mary Mange Dumont+
Mary Ann Reale Foy+
Joyce Hoffman Freuden+
Barbara Buckey Grimes+
Ruth Weber High+
Adelle Bovenkerk Hoh+
Loretta Parker Liljestrand+
Paula Berrino Livingston+
Mary Slade Mahaffey+
Beverly Darling McLean+
Margaret Jackson Metz+
Diane Waxler Millen+
Slawa Barabach Onufenko+
Joanne Casselberry Romano+
Florence Shafer Soars+
Margaret Johnson Sutor+
Donna Johnston Thompson+
Jean Nazzaro Ware+
Phyllis Shoobridge Warnock

Marjorie Anderson Smith
Charlotte Bernstein Stein+
Shirley Gubb Yoell+

CLASS OF 1955

Fund Agent: Elsa-Lu Greenblatt Berkowitz
Class Gift: $8,175

President’s Circle
Elsa-Lu Greenblatt Berkowitz+
Marilyn Berg Callander+
Emmalane Ewing+
Rita Pawlikowski Harvey+

Castle Benefactor
Joan Christopher Allotta+
Maria Klitzke Pietchke+
Amy Levy Rogovin+

Contributor
Constance Jenny Anderson+
Sarah Swick Becker+
Barbara Briggs Butler+
Marilyn Mosee Cedrazi+
Joanne Pepperman Clougherty+
Phyllis Smerke Croke+
Marlene Lochner Emerich+
Suzi Ketzer Foster+
Shirley Kiefert+
Dorothy Koltun+
Joeline Jones Lanterman+
Robert Beyer Loukas+
Barbara Weinberg Ludtke+
Barbara Mancini+
Jeanne Gerhardt Manley+
Joan Beecle Olsen+
Ruth Leichty Pfugler+
Winifred Wesner Purrrington+
Dolores Russo Smiley+
Corinne Devries Smith+
Ruth Kolb Smith+
Anne Cornell Swalm+
Joan Mower Taylor+
Ruth Anderson Trimble+
Dianne Howard Vaughan+
Martha Manley Wood+
Kathryn Harris Wurst+

CLASS OF 1956

Fund Agents: Ruth Denker Campopiano, Patricia Christopher Dunlon
Class Gift: $23,956
CREATIVE OPPORTUNITIES
Arcadia University’s award-winning Theater Arts program (a production of *Julius Caesar* pictured left) took 32 students to the Region II Kennedy Center American College Theater Festival at Towson University in Towson, Md. Twelve of the 32 students were nominated for their performances. Each student worked with a partner to compete to represent the region at the National Kennedy Center American College Theater Festival in Washington, D.C. Students also attended a performance of *Let Me Down Easy* by alumna Anna Deavere Smith ’71 and met the actress at a special reception.
WAYS TO GIVE

A matching gift increases the value of your gift at no additional cost to you, allowing you to double or triple the impact of your gift. Use our online search program to see if your gift to Arcadia is eligible. (www.matchinggifts.com/arcadia)

A pledge is an ideal way to honor a special Reunion year. The University accepts pledges for up to five years and sends reminder notices on the schedule you request.

A secure online gift or pledge can be completed by visiting www.arcadia.edu/gift using your Visa, MasterCard or Discover Card. You will receive a confirmation via e-mail and a receipt, mailed separately.

Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) is a giving program that allows donors to make their gift to Arcadia in regular, automatic monthly installments from a checking or savings account or credit card.

A gift of cash or check can be put to immediate use by the University through the Annual Fund.

For more specific details or assistance with any gift, please call University Advancement at 215-572-2945 or e-mail advancement@arcadia.edu.

FACTORIES

New gardens and “green spaces” have been popping up all over campus. More than 12,000 plants were added to campus in the past year, most of them perennials that will keep the grounds in bloom and green year after year. Students, and the campus community, enjoy these green areas during the changing seasons.
Doris Bock Worts+
Barbara Ulmer Zimmerman+

CLASS OF 1960
Fund Agent: Lenore Berman Block
Class Gift: $21,316

President's Circle
Lee Mary Barth+
Judith Bishop+
Marianna Harder Peckmann+* Elizabeth Holton Weiss+

Castle Benefactor
Nancy Graham Bielh+ Lenore Berman Block+ ^Barbara Steffa Clayton
Ann Hodum Driscoll+ Sharon Hansen Lois Graham Hierdahl
Judith Jackson+ I. Nora Lauris Laucks+
Margaret McCurdy Metz+ Jean Killam Trumbore+
Nancy Sagert Warmington

Contributor
Ilene Gartenberg Blitzer+ Sara Michelson Bloom+ Julie Snyder Craig+ Ann Dodi Edwards
Carol Elkins+
Joan Eddleman Finerty+ Barbara Searing Gilanyi+
Ann Simonin Grebe+ Sandra Kern Werft+
Joan Wood+

Sandra Kern Werft+
Joan Wood+

CLASS OF 1961
Fund Agents: Suzanne Decker Fenimore, Ann Simonin Grebe
Class Gift: $14,060

President's Circle
Sandra Long Cleveland+ Lyanne Linda Wassermann+

Castle Benefactor
Karen Moore Alterman+ Georgine Hensel Baranski N. Judith Snyder Broudys+ Joyce Gallup Chapman+ Karin Johnson Close+
Margaret Wirth Diemer+ Sandra Dym First+ Eva Ochlel Franke+ Ann Simonin Grebe+
Susan Williams Habermeier
Carol Kellermann Hofmann
Anne Willis Newman+ M. Ruth Bolanz Overton*
Joan High Putney
Joyce Shaler

Contributor
Ann Phillips Bay Ressa Robin Benen+ Norma Weiss Brodsky+
Elaine Lemmerz Brown+ Judith Hubbard Colwell
Rebecca Gallagher DeMuth+ Julie Feld+ Suzanne Decker Fenimore+
Marjory Critchley Fitzgerald
Margaret Cottrell Gannwell+
Marilyn Grassino+
Beaver Blaumert Hertler+
Pauline Roman Holt
Joan Morrison Jewett+
Diane Gackenbach Kidd
Sally Werner Kramer
Ingeborg Langer+ Rebecca Becker Miller+
Judith Van Meter Peden
Diane Crist Pichard+
Rosemarie Sheer Roth+

Carole Friedlein Schelz
Peggy Clark Walker+
Janet Bockrath Westerman+

CLASS OF 1962
Fund Agents: Susan Osman Pascucci
Class Gift: $65,102

President's Circle
Barbara Davidson Johnson+ Adeline Levine+
Linda May Sklar+ Patricia Squire
Ann Durie Westerfield+

Castle Benefactor
Helen Krebs Braun+ Barbara Starks Favazza+
Carol Ann Turner Hult+
Roberta Grossman Lublin
Elizabeth Walker+
Sherred Kugler Weidner+

Contributor
Patricia Allen+ Cynthia Mindel Anserbad+ Carol Huenink Barry+
Erika Homberg Bergquist+ Lynn Kronenberg Berman+
Marina Mulvey Christopher
Marian Anderson Cornwell+
Nancy Recknagel Dewey
Susan Beckwith Dewis
Judith Bell Dombroski+
Beaver Decker Doupe+
Beaver Beifus Doyle+
Geraldine Murray Dunbar+
Anne McSkimin Fischer+
Wilma Maxwell Gray+
Carole Fleming Halsey+
Mary Ellen Dougherty Halsey+
Mary Ellen Dougherty Halinger
Leonora Golon Hilkene+
Andrea Pedowitz Johnsens+
Suzanne Kohl Kilpatrick+
Barbara King Litt+

CLASS OF 1963
Fund Agents: Barbara Belchier Kauffman, Susan Johnson Whitelaw
Class Gift: $20,795

President's Circle
Naomi Hutchinson Black
Janet Havener Hensle+
Doris McGreal Hopper+
Barbara Belchier Kauffman+
Judith Nelson McCracken+
Susan Johnson Whitelaw+

Castle Benefactor
Joyce Chabora Barr+
Rosalind Greenberg Benjet+
Barbara Quillen Dougherty+
Eileen Elliott+
Helen Evans Febo
Gail Grant Johnson
Marcia Sorber Kavanagh+
Lynne Cornwell Kennedy+
Elizabeth Pierce Stevens+* Diane Leenheer Zimmerman+

Contributor
Diane Lobel Actman
Nancy Hill Aller
Gail Biggs+
Jean Cassel Campbell
Merle Arbogast Chorba+
Carole Lipkin Cutler+

* Deceased | + Member Knight Society | Matching Gift
THE 2011 ANNUAL FUND REUNION CLASS AWARDS

These awards were presented on June 4, 2011, to those Reunion classes whose five-year totals of gifts and pledges to Arcadia University were unmatched:

- The Ethlyn Selner Mack Bowl for the highest five-year percentage of participation: Class of 1956 (Ruth Denker Campopiano, Patricia Christopher Dunion, Fund Agents)

- The Bette E. Landman Plate for the largest five-year gift: Class of 1971 (Elsa Larsen Vernon, Fund Agent)

STUDENT-FACULTY RESEARCH

Several students have paired with Biology faculty to research ecology and the disturbance history of pine forests in northeastern West Virginia. The study is conducted in collaboration with the West Virginia Division of Natural Resources, the Nature Conservancy of West Virginia, and the U.S. Forest Service. Faculty research examining the historical frequency and spatial distribution of fire in these regional pine forests, and the way in which fires influenced the present species composition of these forests, created opportunities for self-contained mini-projects that became mentored research projects for undergraduate students.
ANNUAL FUND – UNDERGRADUATE

2011

Dorothy Frey Kaiser+
Lydia Parry Lewis
Virginia Martin
Wendy Schempp Matthews+
Kate McLean+
Sandra Schernherrhorm+
Lynne Sample Stahler+
Susanne Thomas+
Judith Radogna Turchi
Betty Howard Yerkes

President’s Circle
Judith McColl Barrow+
Rosalie Swedlin Cort
Margaret Tillman Huskins+
Adrienne Leviton Hendler
Lynn Olhuis Walli+
Pamela Arnold Dawson+
Phyllis McKeon McCann+
Elisabeth Mackrell Ruch+
Jacqueline Schlamp Wessel+

Castle Benefactor
Nan Bers
Judith Hinkle+
Rita Phillips+
Adrienne Leviton Hendler
Lynn Olhuis Walli+
Pamela Arnold Dawson+
Phyllis McKeon McCann+
Elisabeth Mackrell Ruch+

Castle Benefactor
Michiko Shinjo Aizawa
Rolinda Oliver Brackbill+
Carla Chepigan Branyan
Cynthia Scharman Childs
Judith Little Dannemann+
Leah Nichols Duckworth+
Thora Easton
Kathleen Titus Faul+
Virginia Vaill Foster+
Connie Hopping Kane-Maguire+
Harriet Hix Kraybill+
Linda Zelson Marple+
Eileen Robinson McAvoy
Charlene Donchez Mowers
Linda Salford+
Donna Cohen Scott
Carole Grady Sick+
Rebecca Barnes Singer+
Susan Schwarze Smith+

CLASS OF 1966

Fund Agent: Jean Stocker Ingraham
Class Gift: $14,987

President’s Circle
Lynn Darling Hendershot+

Castle Benefactor
Lavinia Nickerson Birkhead+
Lisa Bade Cermak
Carol Barney Chandler+
Nancy Aufrecht Cohen+
*Susan Cormack
Margaret Moore Hazelton+
Jean Stocker Ingraham+

Agent: Elisabeth Mackrell Ruch
Class Gift: $19,184

President’s Circle
Amy Honigsberg Bernstein+
Elizabeth Beattie Sladowsky+
Sharon Foyto Smith+
Lynne Wuerthele Whitacre+

CLASS OF 1967

Fund Agents: Babette Senker Krug, Suzanne Shippen Zimmermann
Class Gift: $137,594

President’s Circle
Nancy Switzky Goodman+
Tyler Tragle Jenner+

CLASS OF 1969

Fund Agent: Helen Botley
Class Gift: $11,679

President’s Circle
Nancy Switzky Goodman+
Tyler Tragle Jenner+
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CLASS CHALLENGES

Reunion classes are celebrating their special years in many meaningful ways. For Reunion 2011, several classes chose to work toward leaving a lasting legacy on campus with special fundraising efforts. These classes will have tribute plaques installed in areas of the Commons that will honor their efforts to give back to their alma mater.

Members from the 50th Reunion Class of 1961 and the 55th Reunion Class of 1956 both expanded their goals to dedicate Student Lounge areas. The Class of 1951 chose to name a Student Activities Meeting Room for its 60th Reunion. The Grand Entrance of the Commons is dedicated by the Class of 1971 in celebration of its 40th Reunion.

Class members and Reunion Officers worked throughout the year to reach out to their classmates to encourage generous gifts, multi-year pledges, and planned gifts such as bequest intentions and charitable gift annuity funding, which pay income for life. Not only were expanded fundraising goals met, but classmates also reconnected personally prior to Reunion by working together toward a common goal.

CLASS OF 1970

**Fund Agent:** Sandra McCall  
**Class Gift:** $9,015

**President’s Circle**  
Mary Ann Cook+  
Barbara Hoffman Klein  
Sandra McCall+

**Castle Benefactor**  
Carol Grossman Bowman  
Melissa Gregory Kennedy+

**Contributor**  
Judy Birkenhead+  
Janet Golann Dickstein+  
Eva McManus Edmonds+

CLASS OF 1971

**Fund Agent:** Elsa Larsen Vernon  
**Class Gift:** $365,218

**President’s Circle**  
Joycellen Young Auritt+  
Susan Fife Davis+  
Harriette Brownstein Fox  
Lois E. Haber+  
Ellen Reidler McKay  
Susan Saxer+  
Elsa Larsen Vernon+  
Linda Williams

HANDS-ON LEARNING

Programs have been developed by the International Peace and Conflict Resolution faculty to extend the classroom to Costa Rica. Each spring, students and faculty investigate the conflict surrounding the building of the Boruca Hydroelectric Dam. Although the dam will increase power to the region, its construction threatens the indigenous population and ecosystem. Before traveling to Costa Rica, students spend class time evaluating the project and its conflicts. Once there, they are able to participate in hands-on activities and presentations.
ANNUAL REPORT

Castle Benefactor
Laura Kurtin Alpern+  Ellen Cooper Bain+  Nancy Boyd-Goff  Carol Huene Curt+  Linda Schutte Collins  Deborah Ledewitz Farber  Caryl Spring Grant+  Lois Donhauser Hageman+  Barbara Mills Kennedy  Arlene Fine Klepper  DIanne Schiff Kramer+  Linda Raider Krauss+  Karen McKie Krisberg  Christy Pierce+  Ronnie Tilton Tate

Contributor

CLASS OF 1972
Fund Agent: Jill Goldman Tanney
Class Gift: $6,240

President’s Circle
Artist Parker  Anne Sullivan Waskom*  Ellen Yamaguchi+

Castle Benefactor
Susan Moyer Brookhart+  Linda Taylor Dewey

Robin Sue Schwartz Landsburg+  Marilyn Rafkin+

Contributor

CLASS OF 1973
Fund Agent: Patricia Nichols Maffei
Class Gift: $15,372

President’s Circle
Patricia Brubaker+*  Melissa Hough+  Rebecca Barnes Ray+  Virginia Reid+  Marie Duke Murphy+  Mary Hobler Hyson+  Ellen Maitin+  Julia Bronstein Miles+  Mary Forbes Witter+

Castle Benefactor
Barbara Cohen+  Carol Tuttle Lyons  Patricia Read  Elizabeth St. John Sykes+

Contributor
Elizabeth Innes Bentley+  Joan Coldwell Brown  Kyung Kim Chang  Sandra Gross Elias  Norma Finkelstein  Deborah Oakes Freeborn  Carolyn Flax Frieder  Susan Grant+  Susan Levitsky Kaufman  Patricia King  Dorothea Kinisi-Zacas  Susan Brownlee Nally  Cecile Chan Russo+  Cheryl Wesler Scott  Marla DeMesquita Wander+

CLASS OF 1975
Class Gift: $5,646

President’s Circle
Louise Fulton Rossmassler+  Janet St. Amand+*  Debra Berse Holz+  Patricia Nichols Maffei+  Monique Miller+  Beth Roosevelt Rosner+  Ruthellen Saivetz Rubin  Rose Smoliar+  Sally Harter Sprankle+  Susan Stafford+  Karin Johnson Taylor  Dorothy Kemper West*

CLASS OF 1974
Class Gift: $6,821

President’s Circle
Anita Sobel Feinberg  Heather Peirce-Stern+  M. Susan Savage+

Castle Benefactor
Barbara Cohen+

Contributor
Mary Birnbaum Shilz+  Ruthellen Saivetz Rubin  Rose Smoliar+  Sally Harter Sprankle+  Susan Stafford+

CLASS OF 1976
Fund Agents: Sally Pearson Millier, Lois Weingart Nipon
Class Gift: $2,260

Castle Benefactor
Lois Weingart Nipon+  Melanie Sarama+  Karen Schwartz Scheiner

Contributor
Robin Weinraub Falkow+  Sondra Holman Hurley  Jane Ball Ketcham+  Karen Hirsch Lashner+  Sally Pearson Millier  Rose Murr  Pandys Nieves+*  Sharon Shanks Sobel+  Kathleen Boyle Stevenson  Mary Ellen Epifanio Tomaine  Evangeline Marlos Varonis+

CLASS OF 1977
Fund Agent: Pamela Bilyieu Coombs
Class Gift: $10,205

President’s Circle
Joseph Patrick Archie+  Hope Ruslin Berger+  Jane Friedman Korman
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Fund Agent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>$365,217.98</td>
<td>Elsa Larsen Vernon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>$137,594.00</td>
<td>Babette Senker Krug Suzanne Shippen Zimmermann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>$119,117.00</td>
<td>Rosemary Deniken Blankley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>$76,955.00</td>
<td>Georgia Crozier Nancy McSherry Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>$65,102.11</td>
<td>Susan Osman Pascucci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>$61,119.03</td>
<td>Priscilla French Curry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>$60,836.95</td>
<td>Suzanne Burnison Burrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>$56,850.00</td>
<td>Clementine Klein Brodsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>$32,626.08</td>
<td>Deborah Gable Mary Lou Bratt Mees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>$29,881.09</td>
<td>Irene Mack Goodsell Anita Ruff Ott</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Castle Benefactor
Rachel Bogatin+ Patricia Reale Serafino+

Contributor

CLASS OF 1978
Class Gift: $3,355
President’s Circle Deborah Tuttle

Castle Benefactor
Thayer Reisner Adams Barbara Sheehan+

Contributor
Ellen August Booth Lynne Brown+ Jean Heathcote Burke Mary Meo Davis+ Leslie Doucette Nancy Halloran Hutter+ Mollie Bayles Korski+ Mary Long Mieele+ Terri Toles Patkin+ Faith Salvo+

CLASS OF 1979
Class Gift: $7,254
President’s Circle Maureen Finn Tierney+

Castle Benefactor
Beverly Clausen Kathryn Reeves DuLaney+ Linda Henry+

Contributor
William Bolton* Linda Erman+ Fay Fastige Ferguson Laurie Nikolet Guzzi+ Anne Wilson Lloyd Beverly Kosmin Migliaccio+ Alice Churchman Muehlhofer

CLASS OF 1980
Class Gift: $76,955
President’s Circle M. Fredric Rieders Margaret Wright Steele+

Castle Benefactor
Judith York Brogden Julie McCracken Power Ruth Fradin Singer Joann Balazs Sweasy+

Contributor
Georgia Crozier+ Deborah D’Amore Kaminski Merileen Harris-Williams Pamela Hotchkiss Kerns+ Maryann Gwynne McCormick+ Nancy McSherry-Collins+ Judith Sherman Paternite+ Jennifer Hohn Purcell Susan Rhodes Reinert+ Paula Krause Sinclair

CLASS OF 1981
Class Gift: $2,210
President’s Circle Alan Offerman+

Castle Benefactor
Linda Mattucci Schiavone+ Lula Wheeler+

Contributor
Anonymous Claire Baliban Mary DeBoer Evans Pamela Veshnock Frederen Christine Palmer Marata Charles Martin

CLASS OF 1982
Class Gift: $1,450

Castle Benefactor
Deborah Derrickson Kossmann Amy Lemmon Richard

Contributor
Dana Zeidler Fischer Mary Greene Roy Halle Marsha Matusow Ann Pearson Moskowitz+ Maryann Walker Phillips+ Lynda Anderson Sheehan L. Michele Potocny Sinadinov+* Daria Czyzczon Yanez Eric Yanez

CLASS OF 1983
Class Gift: $1,716

Castle Benefactor
Keith Liggett+ Thomas McCollum Mary Stillman Sundra+

Contributor
Kathleen Feneey Barry+ Keith Decker Marilyn Greenblatt Sarah Lee Donna Mahoney Mann+ Barbara Silbert+

CLASS OF 1984
Class Gift: $1,570
President’s Circle Susan Jackson Tressider+

Castle Benefactor
David Eatough+ Anne Greacen Einselen+ Karen Wolfe+

Contributor
Ellis Anmuth

CLASS OF 1985
Class Gift: $5,291
President’s Circle Alison Aaron Madsen Audrey Reynolds+

Castle Benefactor
Andrew Leschak Suzanne Kauffman DePuyt

Contributor
Elizabeth Jackson Booth+ Tracy Dukin+ Sylvia Glassman+ Carol Leopold Dorothy Wasserman+

CLASS OF 1986
Class Gift: $2,310
President’s Circle Lili Velez+

Castle Benefactor
Matthew Gibble Erin McCann+

Contributor
Glenn Dragon+ Jean Crossley Gabl Lisanne Chantiz Hill Joan Meyers-Packers+* Laurie Pachkowski Martyn Palmer Loren Shuman Sciascia+ Thomas Sciascia+ Han Trinh+

Top 10 Classes (1951-2010) in Contributions to Arcadia University
CLASS OF 1987

Fund Agent: Jenny Connolly
Class Gift: $2,940

President's Circle
Jenny Connolly+

Castle Benefactor
Sandra Clapper Chase+

Contributor
Edward Coll+
Ingrid Fettinger Daubert+
Kathleen Griffin-Hilty+
Beth Helwig+
Gwendolyn Egleston McAdams+ Anthony Stieblecki

CLASS OF 1988

Fund Agent: Kevin Shollenberger
Class Gift: $2,940

President's Circle
Stacey Downey+
Kevin Shollenberger+
Kimberly Sterne-Stein+

Castle Benefactor
Deborah Shipman Ruffin
Richard Ruffin

CLASS OF 1989

Class Gift: $12,425

President's Circle
Laura Fisher Korman+
Pau Lowery
Rebecca Nelson
Barbara Osinski+

CLASS OF 1990

Class Gift: $715

Contributor
Susan Olsen Balestraci+
Bruce Epstein+
Sharon Williams Floyd
Cindy Golini
Elizabeth S. Hall+
John Hohenstein
Phyllis Hoke
Alice Jacobsohn
Karen Spancake Migliore
Kristina Moriconi
Nancy Gujda Polisano
Jan Radokovitch
Deborah Kirk Reich
Lisa Bonacquisti Rowe+
Constantina Parukas Schmidt
Andrea Comstock Tague
Thomas Tague
Karen Walia+
Eric Zweizig

CLASS OF 1991

Class Gift: $4,707

President's Circle
Walter J. Weber, Jr.+

Castle Benefactor
Douglas Degler
Kristen Minnich Degler

Contributor
Janice Cavoto+
Colleen Schorn Corella
Denisha Noaker Kline+
Lee Laden
Alice Lerro+
Donna Miller+
Adam Polis+
Harlan Udis

CLASS OF 1992

Fund Agent: Kerry Ann Costello-Leraris
Class Gift: $4,895

President's Circle
Marie DeRatto+
Susanne Bates McKnight Weaver+

Castle Benefactor
Ann Bucci+
Kerry Ann Costello-Leraris+

CAMPAUS ACTIVITIES

With the addition of the Dome, an inflatable 18,406 square-foot facility located on the Weiss Tennis Courts by the Pavilion, intramural sports and activities are not dictated by the weather. The multi-purpose, heated facility with indoor sports turf allows for additional intramural soccer games, indoor lacrosse, and field hockey through the winter. In addition, the Dome has been a popular site for dances, movies and pickup games of Frisbee.
The following 2011 graduating seniors were honored by their families with special tribute gifts to Arcadia University:

- Adbeel Bhatti
- William Boer
- Kerri K. Casselli
- Jacquelyn M. Eckert
- Catherine Ensslen
- Melissa M. Leon
- Matthew Nowicki
- Julia C. Vasinda
- Brittany M. Waddington

**FAMILIES HONOR GRADUATING SENIORS**

Howard Delfiner+
Fredric Kirschbaum*

**Contributor**
Marybeth Baxter
Diane Gratch
Carl Nineve
Michelle Panyik+
Elizabeth Pfieffer
Kristin Ellis Stetler+
Geraldine Swan

**CLASS OF 1993**

**Fund Agent:** Donna Segner Levan

**Class Gift:** $870

**Castle Benefactor**
Geraldine Brown-Broadnax+
Donna Segner Levan+

**Contributor**
Colleen Berry
Alice M. Brown
Frank Daiutolo III+
Gina Endres
Thomas Lewis+
James Stetler+

**CLASS OF 1994**

**Fund Agents:** Dottie Johnson Foley, Joseph Rodriguez

**Class Gift:** $590

**Castle Benefactor**
Craig Belcher+

**Contributor**
Michelle Sowigert Baldwin+
Lauren Wood Devitis+
Dottie Johnson Foley+
Nicole Killner
Joseph Rodriguez+
Anthony J. Tornetta, Jr.+

**CLASS OF 1995**

**Fund Agent:** Christine Thomas Hewitt

**Class Gift:** $5,055

**President's Circle**
Marie Gallagher+

**Castle Benefactor**
Fay Larsen Chauvette+
Brendan Purse

**Contributor**
Cheryl Capacchione
Florence Ford+
Jeffrey Fratantaro+
Stephanie McNerney Fratantaro+
Christine Thomas Hewitt
Carol Marx
Carol Anne Otto+
Steven Palmer+
Courtney Paige Rodriguez+

**CLASS OF 1996**

**Class Gift:** $845

**Castle Benefactor**
Carrie Allgieer Cardillo+
Kiran Patel Satashia

**Contributor**
Anna Gregor Becker+
Ann Benner+
Mary Heron
Kellie Jablon Lewis+
Karen Woodeshick Orkin
Nancy Sherlock

**CLASS OF 1997**

**Class Gift:** $1,125

**Castle Benefactor**
Robin Proctor+

**Contributor**
Keith Case+
Dipesh Chauhan
Arlene Cruz DeLeon+
Brian Eckenrode
Belinda Gilijansky+
Melissa Kelly
Thomas Lynd+
Patrick McTeigue
Kimberly Schneider Schafer+
Regina Schneider+

**CLASS OF 1998**

**Fund Agent:** Ada Goldovsky

**Class Gift:** $615

**Contributor**
Cynthia Bradley+
Patricia Brennan+
Anne Capreri+
Joanne Ey
Ada Goldovsky
Christine Kilczewski
Kurt Luddecke+
Joseph McCarthy+
Megan Dorkoskie Meeker+
Stephen Moyer+
Michael Schafer+
Tara Jean Trzaskawka+

**CLASS OF 1999**

**Fund Agent:** Catherine Kirschner Mattingly

**Class Gift:** $4,410

**President’s Circle**
Diane Berlindtresser
Jennifer Patoki+

**Castle Benefactor**
Corradina Baldacchino+
Catherine Kirschner Mattingly+
Kristen Sock Stout

**Contributor**
John Cryan
Lisa Fiorenza
Jonathan Greskiewicz+
Melissa Thomas Hagan+
Kristin Haskins
Lisa Aranyos Kichline
Sondra McDaniell Kistler+
Chun-Yung Lu
Matthew Musket+
Mirtam Parker+
William Powell
Lisa Sandler
### Top 10 Undergraduate Classes (1951-2010) in Percentage of Participation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Fund Agent</th>
<th>Class Gift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>64.81%</td>
<td>Elsa-Lu Greenblatt Berkowitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>62.07%</td>
<td>Rosemary Deniken Blankley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>61.25%</td>
<td>Clementine Klein Brodsky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>58.82%</td>
<td>Patricia Stevenson Rittenhouse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>58.62%</td>
<td>Irene Mack Goodsell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>57.53%</td>
<td>Suzanne Burnison Burrows</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>56.45%</td>
<td>Ruth Denker Campopiano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>55.84%</td>
<td>Suzanne Decker Fenimore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>55.43%</td>
<td>Mary Lou Bratt Mees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>54.32%</td>
<td>Jean Stocker Ingraham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CLASS OF 2000

**Class Gift:** $1,645

- **Castle Benefactor**
  John Rudolf

- **Contributors**
  Bryan Baker+
  Shannon Irvin Butler
  Adam DeBacce
  Joelle Previle Eckenrode
  Amanda Fuhrman+
  Todd Hacker+
  Kevin Hagan+
  Martha Hoover
  Tricia Kershner Luddecke+
  Cynthia Lynd+
  Beth Wrable McNichol+
  Kathleen O’Connor O’Brien+
  Leslie Rajewski
  Susan Sattel
  Daniel Shollenberger+

### CLASS OF 2001

**Class Gift:** $610

- **Castle Benefactor**
  Amanda Schorle Martino

- **Contributors**
  Donelle Brotz
  Karen Downs
  Jamie Brunner Fox+
  Ernest Hargett+
  Amanda Schorle Martino+
  Colleen Ramsey+

### CLASS OF 2002

**Class Gift:** $1,375

- **President’s Circle**
  Mary Bolmarcich

- **Contributors**
  Jenna Balacis+
  Patricia DeBow+
  Concette Royer Greskiewicz+
  Robert Lokoff+

### CLASS OF 2003

**Class Gift:** $3,131

- **President’s Circle**
  Jose Dieudonne+

- **Castle Benefactor**
  Abigail Ryan

- **Contributors**
  F. Michael DiNapoli
  Eileen Lafferty Marmino
  Courtney Spiker Martin+

### CLASS OF 2004

**Class Gift:** $1,665

- **President’s Circle**
  Jennifer Tabor Bolmarcich

- **Castle Benefactor**
  David Pione
  Margaret Poteet+

- **Contributors**
  Sara Borden
  Breann Donnelly
  Dawn Wilson Dreese+
  JoAnn Fraser Desant+
  Janet Marshall
  Laura McCarthy+
  Christine Forcade Miller
  Sh’rod Reaves

### CLASS OF 2005

**Class Gift:** $305

- **President’s Circle**
  Mary Bolmarcich

- **Contributors**
  Jenna Balacis+
  Patricia DeBow+
  Concette Royer Greskiewicz+
  Robert Lokoff+

### CLASS OF 2006

**Class Gift:** $2,900

- **Castle Benefactor**
  Jessica Hoos Luteran

- **Contributors**
  Kristin Alfieri
  Teresa Armstead+
  Erica Bisset+
  Kerry Bonner
  Vivian Brew
  Meghaan Figs Carter+
  Melissa Phillips Clark+
  Gail Newman Cohen
  Megan Corcoran
  Katherine Curry
  Joan Canek De la Paz Hellmer*
  Christopher Dieterick
  Nancy Dugan
  David Ewings+
  Carla Fletcher
  Lisa Furry+
  Nathan Hayward+
  Louis Herbst
  Keenya Jackson
  Amber Lajeunesse
  Jessica Hoos Luteran+
  Alaina Johns Mabaso
  Michelle Mack
  Kathryn May+
  Gina McKendry+
  Lauren Mennes
  Yolanda Moore
  Darrah Mugrauer
  Michelle Quinn-Romvary+
  Melanie Richeda
  Ian Roth
  Anna Rubinov
  Margaret Shelly
  Jessica Hueber Smith
  Kajette Bloomfield Solomon
  Michelle Wescott+
  Katherine Zanoni

---

* Deceased  |  + Member Knight Society  |  * Matching Gift
Arcadia’s students joined with alumni, parents, and friends in supporting the new Commons by adding “stars” to the fence surrounding the construction site. Undergraduate students made gifts and became active participants in the Campaign that is having a direct impact on their student experience at Arcadia.

Christopher Butari ’13
Nicole Corcoran ’14
Desiere Corliss ’11
Diana Funk ’14
Ashley Gast ’12
Steven Haasis ’12
Kayelyn Manning ’12
Justin Jones ’11
Jennifer Kilpatrick ’11
Robert Marcianc ’11
Ashley Mersiowsky ’14
Daniel Merton ’14
Danielle Nields ’10
Ashley L. Parker ’14
Nicholas Paul ’14
Lauren Pickens ’14
Brittany Rae ’12
Glenn Rieck ’14
Kimberly M. Rofrano ’14
Kaitlyn Rothermel ’14
Jillian Santora ’14
Candace Schaedel ’11
Jennelle Seiden ’12
Steven Sprague ’13
Clarice Wolfinger ’13
Alexa L. Zwygart ’12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS OF 2007</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fund Agents:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Sconza, Denise Wilson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Class Gift:</strong></td>
<td>$1,415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Castle Benefactor</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Blevins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Crawford+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contributor</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Compton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirby Coughlin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany DeLancey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie DiMattia+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyson Dorchack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Dougherty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corinna Cavacini Gabriele+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kama Garrick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayathri Jayawardena+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Katz+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Krause IV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Langmaid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Makar+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Mansfield</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Masten</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyson McCormick+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chantal Parisi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Sconza+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Stickle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Suboleski</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Zito</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS OF 2008</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fund Agent:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Madl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Class Gift:</strong></td>
<td>$860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Castle Benefactor</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Madl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contributor</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelina Boccuti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corissa Damato+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Eberling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baron Ferguson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Frederick+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly Gaines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Hadjiloukas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany McCall+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin McCaw+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Franke Romano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Sekerke+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Snow+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Squire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| CLASS OF 2009                      |                      |
| **Fund Agent:**                    | Shannon Dryden       |
| **Class Gift:**                    | $1,145               |
| **Contributor**                    |                      |
| Dana Bartelt                       |                      |
| Amanda Cappella                    |                      |
| Jordan X. Carlson                  |                      |
| Anthony Champi                     |                      |
| Eva Chen                           |                      |
| Bernice Crawford+                  |                      |
| Shannon Dryden+                    |                      |
| Helen Dwyer+                       |                      |
| Gina Ferrara                       |                      |
| Dana Gomez                         |                      |
| Natalie Good                       |                      |
| Randi Henderson                    |                      |
| Angela Kent                        |                      |
| Christine Litwin                   |                      |
| Patricia Longo+                    |                      |
| Jenna Maxwell                      |                      |
| Michael McNamara                   |                      |
| Naida Montes+                      |                      |
| Elizabeth A. Mullin+               |                      |
| Elishia Peterson                   |                      |
| Hilda Rivera                       |                      |

| CLASS OF 2010                      |                      |
| **Fund Agent:**                    | Jennifer Cardinale   |
| **Class Gift:**                    | $2,809               |
| **President’s Circle**             |                      |
| Eva C. Korolishin+                 |                      |
| **Castle Benefactor**              |                      |
| Emily M. Bushey                    |                      |
| **Contributor**                    |                      |
| Nicholas A. Adams                  |                      |
| Christopher T. Anderson            |                      |
| Matt S. Bauer                      |                      |
| Amaravadee Brown                   |                      |
| Barry E. Bryan+                    |                      |
| Jennifer C. Cardinale              |                      |
| Stephen Choromanski                |                      |
| Jeanette L. Cook                   |                      |
| Amanda L. Crelin                   |                      |

| CLASS OF 2011                      |                      |
| **Class Gift:**                    | $1,660               |
| **Contributor**                    |                      |
| Kelsey E. Bogan                    |                      |
| Kerri K. Casselli                  |                      |
| Lauren K. Chambers                 |                      |
| Nicole F. Clementi                 |                      |
| Desiere Corliss                    |                      |
| Chelsea E. Crozier                 |                      |
| Lois S. Edmonds                    |                      |
| Angelica N. Franchi                |                      |
| Justin M. Jones                    |                      |
| Jennifer L. Kilpatrick             |                      |
| Brittany A. Koza                   |                      |
| Melissa M. Leon                    |                      |
| Robert F. Marcianc                 |                      |
| Matthew J. Nowicki                 |                      |
| Julia Y. Szudek                    |                      |
| Candace N. Schaedel                |                      |
| Julia C. Vasinda                   |                      |
| Brittany M. Waddington             |                      |
| Melissa Yaeger                     |                      |

| GRADUATE ALUMNI                    |                      |

| CERTIFICATION PROGRAM              |                      |
| Castle Benefactor                  | Susan Michel ’89+     |
| **Contributor**                    |                      |
| Gary Fau ’90+                      |                      |
| Marline Kraus ’00                  |                      |

| DOCTOR OF EDUCATION                 |                      |
| President’s Circle                 |                      |
| Cynthia Reedy ’07+                 |                      |
Contributor
Richard Flamini ’10

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

President’s Circle
Jennifer Patoki ’99, ’02+
Susan Tomlinson ’04+

Castle Benefactor
Amy Miller ’04+
Donna Segner Levan ’93, ’95, ’03+
Karen Sawyer ’03+
Kristen Sock Stout ’99, ’02

Contributor
Jenna Balaciuc ’02, ’05+
Lisa Boettger Bodor ’89, ’07
Linda Boyle ’06
Natalie Cavallini ’10
Sara Chiocca ’08
Rozabella Connor ’03
Carol Einhorn ’08
Amanda Funk ’09
Brigid A. Gallagher ’84, ’86, ’06
Christopher Heintzelman ’03
Karen Herbert ’09
Laura McCarthy ’04, ’07+
Katherine Flynn Miller ’09+
Matthew Musket ’99, ’02+
Janet Readinger ’07+
Sean Regan ’03
Amy Schmidt ’09
Fang Tan ’05

MASTER OF ARTS

Counseling

President’s Circle
Susan Jackson Tressider ’84, ’90

Contributor
Paul Bussard ’93+
Dipesh Chauhan ’97, ’01
Pamela Bilyeu Coombs ’77, ’93
James O’Donnell ’02
Pamela Kardane Parsons ’89+
Diane Fagan Amitai ’80+

Education

President’s Circle
Sarah White Cooper ’78
Babette Senker Krug ’68, ’81
Mariana Harder Peckmann ’60, ’83+
Virginia Reid ’73, ’76+

Castle Benefactor
Theodora Jordan ’87+

Contributor
Ruth Douglas Almond ’83+
Beatrice Barrett ’82
Jeffrey Berger ’84+
Lowell Booth ’80
Ellen August Booth ’78, ’85+
Richard Bowen ’89
Kathleen Brinkman ’79+
Linda Carroll ’84, ’90
Nicholas Ciciretti ’94+
Florence Clemens ’75+
William Clossin ’87
Joanne Clothier ’77+
Robert Clothier ’77+
Myra Durlofsky ’78+
Douglas Faulkner ’07
Gary Forman ’86
Judith Green Foulke ’03+
Diane Freed ’89+
Raymond Garritt ’82+
Esther Love Grissom ’79+
Carol Guogas ’93+
Nina Haydel ’81+
Cathy Hibsman ’81+
Janice Hoffmann ’87+
N. Sandy Brown Hoppel ’71, ’87+
Teresa Hurst ’76
Joan Johnston-Malin ’80+
Donald Kieser ’95+
Neal Kruger ’82
Susan Hemphill Marston ’91+
Charlene Miller ’94+
Miriam Moyer ’73+
Bernese Nicolai ’76
Karen Pfug-Felder ’84+
Georgene Pilling ’04
Kathleen Pippel ’82
Elaine Rodgers ’88+
Linda Tishk Roeder ’80+
Tatiana Jitni Sotingco ’99+
Anne Spratt ’95

Humanities

Contributor
Mark Banch ’80+
G. Bennett Brigaman, Jr. ’99+
Janine Buesgen ’08
Kim Carlo-Krugle ’84+
Francis Champagne ’90+
Arlene Cruz DeLeon ’97, ’05
Donna Heiner ’01
Dale Lower ’96
Patricia McEnery ’05
Mary Beth Mohan ’84+
Beth Petitejean ’09+
Shirod Reaves ’04, ’08
Joan Reilly ’82
George Swales ’78+
Robert Weidel ’90
James Wuenschel ’83+

International Peace and Conflict Resolution

Contributor
Charlotte Ford ’08
Todl Hacker ’00, ’02+
Amber Zeilner ’07

June Stewart ’78
Carol R. Sweeney ’86+
Susan Tobin ’76+
Frances Parrotto Trees ’76
Sally Von Meyer ’83+
Jacqueline Watts ’89
Susan Rapp Whereat ’89

English

President’s Circle
Jean S. Hassler ’00
William Meiers ’93, ’96+

Contributor
Mary Braunam ’94+
Janice Cavoto ’91, ’93+
Patricia Engle ’97+
Caroline Fischer ’00+
Paula Hoff ’05+
Kristina Moriconi ’88, ’05+
Timothy Mooey ’01+
Christina Price Ponzcek ’89+
Valerie Smith ’89

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

President’s Circle
Jose Diederonde ’03, ’04, ’07+

Castle Benefactor
James Craig ’90+
Nathan Hayward ’06, ’09+

Contributor
Scott Grabus ’10
Shana McCluney ’07+
Steven Palmer ’95, ’99+

MASTER OF EDUCATION

President’s Circle
Jenny Connolly ’87, ’97+
Jose Diederonde ’03, ’04, ’07+
William Elnick ’93+
Patricia Darling Kile ’56, ’78+
Laura Fisher Korman ’89, ’95+
Judith Mills ’93+
Erik Nelson ’97+

Castle Benefactor
Carol Copland ’98+
Kerry Ann Costello-Learis ’92, ’94+
Linda Diamond ’80+
Kenneth Foelster ’84+
Regina Hisey ’07+
Barbara Kulp ’03+
Charles Lentz ’03+
Marie Duke Murphy ’73, ’08+
David Paone ’04, ’09+
Louise Stevens ’90+

Contributor
Diane Fagan Amitai ’80+
Thomas Armbruster ’95+
Linda Stevenson Ashton ’92+
Jean Badger ’75+
Sally Basch ’83+
John Beccatelli ’84+
Carol Hoffman Biron ’65, ’76+
Laurie Bloch ’79+
Joyce Loiacono Bloom ’80+
Margery Britton ’89, ’09+
Dreamalee Brotz ’89+
Donelle Brotz ’01, ’05+
Kathy Brown ’74+
Alicia Bullock ’00

* Deceased | + Member Knight Society | * Matching Gift
ANNUAL FUND - GRADUATE/ FRIENDS

2011

Dr. John R. Hoffman
Dr. Sandra M. Hordis
Mrs. Marie-Louise Vermeiren Jackson ’09H
Johnson & Johnson
Dr. Norman Johnston ’97H
Mr. Richard L. Jones Jr.
Ms. Helen Kelley
Mark & Susan Kessler
Mrs. Patricia Kind
Nancy R. Kyle
Dr. Bette E. Landman ’04H
Dr. David Larsen
Jonathan E. Lehman
Shirley Liddle
Christian R. & Mary F. Lindback Foundation
Philip B. Lindy
The Macchi Family
Charles M. Magistro ’02H
Maine Community Foundation
Kathleen and Carl Mangione
Merck Partnership for Giving
Steve O. Michael
Janet & Richard Miller
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney Global Impact Funding Trust, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh C. Moulton
Dr. Linda Moulton
Mr. & Mrs. Michael J. Mullin
Tony & Robin Muscia
National Constitution Center
National Institute on Aging
National Philanthropic Trust
National Science Foundation
Charlotte W. Newcombe Foundation
Cal and Marcene Nodine
Lynne and Gregory O’Brien
Carol A. Oatis
Honorable & Mrs. Garrett D. Page
The Parkinson Council
The Pfizer Foundation
The Philadelphia Foundation
Philadelphia Youth Network
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A) Foundation
Jeanne & Clair M. Raubenstine
Thomas J. Reilly, Jr.
Mr. John E. Riggan
*Mildred Roe ’53H
John D. & Theresa P. Rollins
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald B. Rorer
Dr. Ronald Schindler
Mr. Michael Schluth ’02H
SEI Investment Distribution Co.
Drs. Jeffrey & Norah Shultz
The W W Smith Charitable Trust
Silicon Valley Foundation
Ms. Arlene Snyder
The Society of The Sons of St. George
Ms. Renée Starr
Miss Marilyn Steinbright ’99H
Stong Fire Protection – A Division of Joseph Stong, Inc.
Mrs. Ronnie B. Streichler & Mr. Allan Streichler
Synd of the Trinity
Lowell S. Thomas, Jr. ’01H
& Judith E. Thomas
Towers Watson
US Department of Education
Mr. Christopher R. van de Velde
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Vitetta
Dr. Archie J. Vomacka &
Dr. Susan K. Brenneman
Mr. Joel D. Wagoner
Margaret R. & Herbert R. Wakefield
Memorial Foundation
Jan & Bruce Wallbert
Wells Fargo Foundation
Jane Williams
& Mr. & Mrs. Theodore V. Wood, Jr.

Castle Benefactor
A D Computer
Abington Bank
Dr. Christina L. Ager
Dr. Louis Alpert
Raymond & Carol Angelo
Arcadia University PT Class of 2012
Bank of America
BD Matching Gift Program
Mr. & Mrs. George Benson
Berkshire Taconic Community Foundation, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. J. Richard Boer
James J. Bonner
BP America, Inc.
David B. Brownlee
Mr. Edward Brunner

Mary & Emmanuel Rosenfeld
Foundation
Cardona Lamela Clinical Laboratory, Inc.
Carr and Duff Inc
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Cirelli
The Community Foundation
Andrea Crivelli-Kovach
DDK Foundation
Delaware Valley Alumni Club
Mary Alice DiFilippo
William M. DiMasio
Mr. & Mrs. John & George Dowdall
Exelon Corp
Ms. Stella Falcone
Ms. Paula Fricchione
GE Foundation
Hugh H. Grady, Jr.
Jerry & Terry Greiner
Mark Haskins VMD, Ph.D.
Hearts in Motion (H.I.M.)
Dr. Paula Henthorn
Holy Trinity-Bethlehem Presbyterian Church
IBM International Foundation
Ms. Vanessa L. Jackson
Law School Admission Council
Dr. Carol I. Leiper
Ms. Kathleen Lens
Marilyn Lucas
Mr. Bruce Lundquist
Macy’s Foundation
Nancy J. Magid
Susan M. Mazzarella
Judy & Mike McNamara
Michael’s Carpet Cleaning
Montgomery Bucks Scholarship Club
Dr. Wayne A. Morra
Nationwide Insurance Foundation
Dr. Barbara F. Nodine
Mr. Jeffrey B. Patoki
Ms. Kathryn Pentz
*Dr. and Mrs. A. Richard Polis
PPL Services Corporation
Presbyterian Foundation of Philadelphia
Mary W. Reid
Paula and Michael Richardson
Dr. Steven Robbins
Ms. Julie Rosner
Round Physical Therapy LLC
The Schwab Fund
For Charitable Giving
James V. & Donna F. Smith
Joshua L. Stern

Ms. Drusilla Buscemi

Mr. James Summer
The T. Rowe Price Program
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Teaford
Jan & Randle Tecklen
Today’s Systems Corporation
Richard M. Torchia
Tyco Control Group
Kathleen & Edward Valverde
Verizon Foundation
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
Dr. Richard A. Werteme
Word Work, Inc.
Daniel Yannuzzi

Contributor
Anonymous
Lloyd Abernethy & Theodora Sweeney
Aetna Foundation, Inc.
Gustavo and Kathleen Aguirre
David Aleman
Ms. Lynette S. Allen-Collins
Ms. Diane Altman
Francis A. Angiullilo
Anheuser-Busch Foundation
Peter Appelbaum
Arcadia University Faculty and Staff
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Austin
Anne Aycock
Edwin and Jean Aycock
William and Christine Babcock
Ms. Laura Baldwin
John and Elsie A. Barnowski
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Barlow
Robert and Natalie Barnes
Dr. Harry H. and Carrie E. Bash
Mr. Parmbir S. Bedi
Nancy E. Been
Peter A. Bergson
Brett A. Bertolino
Ingrid & William Best
Foram A. Bhukhanwala
Dr. William D. Biggs
Blockhouse Contract Furniture Co.
BNY Mellon Community Partnership
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Bogan
Marti and Jim Bondelid
Lin and John Borell
B. Frank Boutcher
Addie and William Brady
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Bradshaw
Ms. Linda Brasel

* Deceased  |  * Member Knight Society  |  * Matching Gift
INCREASING ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT

What are the hallmarks of engaged alumni? Engaged alumni stay informed about Arcadia, participate in the life of the University, attend University events, show pride in their alma mater, and give a monetary gift. Over the last two years, the President’s Task Force and Implementation Committee have led the Alumni Association in an effort to redefine its mission and purpose. The outcome is an Association that has expanded entry points for increased alumni engagement, revised Bylaws and Constitution to support this expanded organizational structure, and a prioritized list of ten recommendations.

TEN RECOMMENDATIONS TO INCREASE ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT

The Office of Alumni Relations has been charged with the implementation of Ten Recommendations over five years, per the President’s Task Force on Alumni Relations. The top three recommendations began in the spring and are well under way:

1. Strengthen and Expand Alumni Units of Organization
2. Focus on Young Alumni and Current Students
3. Enhance Alumni Programming

STRENGTHEN AND EXPAND ALUMNI UNITS OF ORGANIZATION

Alumni units of organization are housed in the Alumni Association. The new Bylaws and Constitution reflect an expanded organizational structure, giving specific guidelines on forming new chapters and clubs, defining an Alumni Council, identifying new committees for increased alumni engagement, and detailing Alumni Association Board duties and terms of office. Working with the Alumni Association, the Office of Alumni Relations is promoting alumni engagement through these expanded units of organization.

FOCUS ON YOUNG ALUMNI AND CURRENT STUDENTS

To support our growing and diverse constituency of young alumni, an Assistant Director for Young Alumni and Students was added to the Alumni Relations staff to engage young alumni and to connect with current students the moment they step foot on campus. Building relationships with students helps them make a smooth transition to alumni status. Young alumni want to stay connected to their campus experience. Promoting programs that connect students to alumni through social and networking opportunities, planning joint community service projects, and asking alumni to be mentors for current students are valuable ways for young alumni to stay actively engaged with their Arcadia family.

To provide opportunities to build relationships with students and connect students with alumni, Alumni Relations programming includes:

• Collaboration with Student Affairs staff to identify ways we can build school spirit and alumni identity.
• Participation in New Student Orientation.
• Formation of Young Alumni Chapters in Philadelphia and other regional areas.
• Working with the Annual Fund and Senior Class Challenge to build a culture of philanthropy.

ENHANCED ALUMNI PROGRAMMING

Over this past year and looking forward, efforts continue to integrate and collaborate...
A special note of thanks to the 2009-2011 Alumni Board members who served out their terms and retired in June. Their commitment to do what was best for the alumni they served, their thoughtful questions and suggestions that led to a revised set of Bylaws and Constitution that will move the Association to a higher level of engagement, and their leadership throughout the entire process was remarkable and notable.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD MEMBERS, 2009-2011 LEFT TO RIGHT:
Pamela Martin-Molina ’73, ’03M
Ellen August Booth ’78, ’85M
Monique Miller ’73
Donna Segner Levan ’93, ’95M, ’03D.P.T.
Karen Rossi Brager ’91
Pamela Bilyieu Coombs ’77, ’93M
Sandra McCall ’70
Amber LaJuenesse ’06

Not pictured:
Arlene DeLeon ’97, ’05M
Dennis Balyeat ’07

with other University departments and faculty to increase alumni engagement.

• Working with the Office of Career Development, the Office of Alumni Relations offered a series of career workshops and career mentoring for alumni. On October 13, 2010, we offered a workshop, “Building Professional Relationships with LinkedIn” and on February 10, “For Women in the Workplace: Tips for Putting Your Best Self Forward.”

• Reaching out to students, we co-sponsored a program, “Professional Networking 101” and invited networking expert Gail Madison ’72 to guide students through the “dos and don’ts” of professional networking and illustrate effective networking strategies. During a speed networking session, alumni acted as hiring managers to help students practice their networking skills and expand their professional networks.

• Alumni enjoyed a taste of what students experience in a typical First-Year Seminar course through a one-night offering, “Explore the Galaxy of Contemporary Science Fiction” with William Meiers ’93M, ’96M, Associate Dean of Arcadia’s Honors Program. Participants explored the “galaxy” of contemporary science fiction by watching and discussing recent television shows and movies.

• In March, alumni enjoyed a taste of another kind, “An Evening of Chocolate and Wine” with chocolatier Tom Sciascia ’86 and sommelier Cosmo Mullen, who delighted participants’ taste buds and enlightened their minds with a foray into the art of pairing chocolate with wine.

• Dr. Richard Wertime, Professor of English and Director of Graduate Studies in English and the Humanities, met alumni at one of his favorite haunts, Baldwin’s Book Barn in West Chester.
He shared his love of literature with alumni who enjoyed exploring the historic five-story barn filled with stacks of maps, prints, best-selling books, rare books, and antiquarian treasures.

• Partnering with the Athletics Department, eight outstanding alumni athletes were inducted into the Athletics Hall of Fame during Homecoming at Fall Fest Weekend. The 2010 Inductees are Julie Craig Baldwin ’59, Kimberly Ann Kelly Barth ’97, David M. Coupe, Jr. ’95, Betty Jean Duffy ’63, Marlene Lochner Emerich ’55, Maxine Swift Friend ’58, Diane Duffy Hoch ’66 and Len C. Parker ’81.

MANY WAYS TO GET INVOLVED
As we continue to increase alumni engagement, the University is indebted to the many volunteer leaders who have led the way - Alumni Association Board and Committee members, and a cadre of more than 100 class officers and chapter and club chairs. Alumni are stepping up to meet the challenge to become the energy that shapes the future of Arcadia and the Alumni Association. We applaud their efforts and encourage you to become actively involved.

THE 2011 ALUMNI AWARDS

Class Officer Award
Anne Willis Newman ’61
Karen Woodeshick Orkin ’96
Megan Corcoran ’06
Amber LaJeunesse ’06

Mary Louise Armstrong Wolf Award
Suzanne Decker Fenimore ’61
Eva Oehrle Franke ’61
Ann Simonin Grebe ’61
Madelyn Waxman Lesure ’71

Senior Golden Disc Award
Daniel Phillips ’11

Young Alumni Distinguished Achievement Award
Rebecca Goldstone ’01

Golden Disc for Meritorious Service to Arcadia University
Joycellen Young Auritt ’71

Golden Disc for Distinguished Achievement
Anna Deavere Smith ’71

Annual Fund Class Awards
Total combined five-year Reunion gifts from all Reunion classes: $6,676,488
Recipient of the Ethlyn Selner Mack Bowl: Class of 1956 with this year’s highest five-year participation rate of 74.19 percent
The Bette E. Landman Plate: Class of 1971 with a total five-year gift of $5,317,725
Four classes were recognized for their expanded fundraising goals that allowed for Reunion Class Naming Opportunities in the new Commons.

40th Reunion Class of 1971 named the Grand Entrance.
50th Reunion Class of 1961 named a Student Lounge area.
55th Reunion Class of 1956 named a Student Lounge area.
60th Reunion Class of 1951 named a Student Activities Meeting Room.

Getting Together: In Florida
Florida alumni enjoy meeting together and hearing news of the campus. Past President Jerry Greiner shared academic updates while Tom Macchi, AVP of Facilities and Capital Planning, shared construction “before and after” pictures and stories with alumni. Reunions took place in early February in Naples, Sarasota, Orlando, and Delray. Pictured above are alumni gathered at the Orlando Reunion: Meg Corcoran ’06, Inez Graham Nichols ’81M, Joann Brayton Jacobs ’68.
Chuck Lentz ’03M and Donna Segner Levan ’93, ’95M, ’03D.P.T. present a framed citation to Karen Rossi Brager ’91 (right) on the occasion of her retirement as President of the Arcadia University Alumni Association at the Reunion Awards Presentation on Saturday evening, June 4. A flowering Dogwood was planted next to Blankley Alumni House in honor of her exemplary service as President of the Arcadia University Alumni Association, 2007 to 2011.

A portion of her citation reads, “As Editor, she connected with her classmates through Class Notes, keeping them engaged with each other and informed about the University. One of her most notable successes was the formation of GOLD—Graduates of the Last Decade—a program she co-founded in 1992 with classmate Ozzie Berger and Linda Vandegrift, Class of 1990. She recognized the need to reach out to young alumni and offer ways for them to reconnect and get involved. Their first event was a Sunday afternoon gathering to watch a football game; their next event was a dance that, she recalls, was ‘not so good.’ And then finally, the magic happened. They conceived of and implemented the first Grilled GOLD picnic at Reunion, which featured music, games and the endearing tradition, Diaper Derby, a tough competition for the youngest family members. The Grilled GOLD picnic has taken place at Reunion for 19 years and is now transforming into the Young Alumni Picnic. For her vision and service to young alumni and their families, Karen was awarded the Golden Disc for Meritorious Service in 2001.

“Karen has made significant contributions to alumni through her dedicated service as a volunteer in the Alumni Association. After serving on various Association committees, she became Second Vice President of the Alumni Association Board of Directors in 2003; Vice President in 2005; and then President, serving two terms from 2007 to the present. As President, Karen provided leadership for nine Board committees, served ex-officio on the Board of Trustees, and was a member of the University Advancement Campaign Steering Committee.”

**HOW TO GET INVOLVED**

Will you consider forming a chapter or joining one? Will you take time to become a student mentor? A career mentor? To become a class officer? To sit on an advisory committee?

For information about how to get involved, please contact the Office of Alumni Relations at 215-572-2160, alumni@arcadia.edu, or visit www.arcadia.edu/alumni. We welcome your active participation in the life of the University.

The door at Blankley Alumni House is always open!

**Arcadian Adventure**

Alumni go to a Phillies Game (The Greskiewicz family – Corinne Royer ’02 and Jon ’99 with Cali and Noah) to cheer the home team.

**Arcadian Adventure**

Led by Cheryl Wilks-Scherbner ’78, alumni and their families create critters out of seeds, pods, twigs, leaves and other bits and pieces supplied by Mother Nature.
CHAPTERS AND CLUBS
Essential to the growth of alumni engagement are the formation of chapters and clubs. Alumni form chapters because they want to be engaged with the University and remain a vital part of its future. They enjoy meeting other Arcadia alumni who live or work in their communities, and they take pleasure in sharing their Beaver and Arcadia traditions. Chapters and clubs are designed to reconnect those with shared Arcadia experiences so they may network, socialize and support their alma mater. Chapters provide a platform for the University staff and faculty to meet with alumni and keep them informed about academic programs, campus building, capital planning and University vision.

By June 2011, the following chapters and clubs were identified.

Philadelphia Regional Chapters
• Montgomery-Bucks Scholarship Club: Joan Levy Bachman ’53
• Delaware Valley Chapter: Jean Stahl Noble ’47
• Norristown Chapter: Marjorie Welde Parsons ’48
• Young Alumni Philadelphia Chapter: Amber LaJeunesse ’06, Meghan Makar ’07, Grace Wainwright ’10

Florida Regional Chapters
• Naples: Suzanne Burnison Burrows ’53
• Sarasota: Marilyn Neuburger Blocklinger ’53
• Vero Beach: Joann Brayton Jacobs ’68 and Megan Corcoran ’06
• Delray: Shirley Canning Scatcherd ’59 and Lolita Jaeger Lindstrom ’59
• Orlando Alumni Chapter: Megan Corcoran ’06, Ami Moore-Condello ’84, Kristen Weissman ’98

Washington State Regional Chapter
• Sandra Parry Howard ’64

Clubs
• ALANA (African American, Latino, Asian, Native American): Andrew Brooks ’09
• Arcadia University Soccer Fans: Ryan Bross ’11
• Knight Club Dancers: Amber LaJeunesse ’06
• MBA Alumni Association/Delaware Valley Region: Nathan Hayward ’06, ’09MBA
• MBA Alumni Association/Singapore: Vincent Ho Cheng Juah ’11
• Physical Therapy Alumni Association: Christopher Kauffman ’99MSPT
• Physician Assistants: Donna Agnew ’99MSPAS, PA-C
• QUAD A (Arcadia University Athletic Alumni Association): Marty Palmer ’86, ’96M

Arcadia University and its treasure of alumni and friends mutually benefit from the formation of chapters and clubs. Alumni and friends connect socially and/or academically beyond the confines of the campus footprint, and the University benefits by having an engaged and loyal constituency.

To join a chapter or club, contact the Office of Alumni Relations at 215-572-2160 or alumni@arcadia.edu or visit www.arcadia.edu/alumni.
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THE ALUMNI FUND WALK OF PRIDE

The Alumni Fund Walk of Pride was dedicated in 1997 and winds through the heart of Arcadia’s Glenside campus. It offers a unique opportunity for both current students and loyal alumni to show their Arcadian pride by having their names inscribed on the Walk of Pride forever.